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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Regent Hall
Of all the venues, in all the towns, in all the world (a slight
case of hyperbole - let’s limit it to London), the Regent Hall
is the oddest venue in which I have listened to jazz. The
premises, which are owned by the Salvation Army, are
situated on Oxford Street close to Oxford Circus tube
station, and the entrance door is squeezed between the
daytime cafe and the neighbouring shop. On my first visit,
arriving a trifle tardily, I had to negotiate with a bag-lady
(name of Mary), who was setting up camp in the doorway, only to find the door locked and the
intercom silent. Bewilderingly there was no notice on the door indicating the event due to be taking
place.
Being aware that the building backed on to Princes Street, I made the short journey and found that
door locked too. However, this time the intercom drew forth a caretaker who kindly conducted me
through a fine modern auditorium (apparently capable of seating 550) and pointed me up a narrow
staircase to a door on the left hand side. Entering the room I found myself wedged between bass
and drums as the band finished its first number. Not at all put out by my instrumentless arrival, I was
made warmly welcome, a fact no doubt influenced by the effect of my increasing the audience by
twenty per cent.
Although it probably passed for what was claimed to be a meeting room, it must have doubled as a
rest room as it benefited from a tiny kitchen with coffee machine and microwave oven. It is doubtful
if there is enough space to accommodate a seated audience of more than thirty. Nevertheless, the
sound is good and it does provide a rare opportunity to listen to acoustic jazz (apart from the odd
amplified guitar) in a very intimate setting.
Returning in March to the scene of my faux pas I found Byron Wallen, a lithe trumpeter with a warm
tone, headlining. Joining him were Chris Allard (guitar), Adam King (bass) and Keith Michael
(drums). As is the custom at these promotions, they were not his own band, nor a pick-up band, but
were musicians who had come together on this night with the sole purpose of creating improvised
music: the very essence of jazz.
Such arrangements are not without structure, and the choice of numbers to be performed relies on
the knowledge by the participants of ‘standards’ - the lingua franca of jazz. It is fascinating to watch
the discussion between the headliner and the other musicians as they make sure the number is
known to all, agree the key in which it is to be played, and sketch an outline of the intro. Somehow
it comes together and, courtesy of gestures and signals, they all finish at the same time, even if they
do occasionally hit the kerb.
As for the choice of material, they started with the staple, On Green Dolphin Street, and settled on
jazz’s greatest composer, Duke Ellington, with Caravan and In A Sentimental Mood. The
composition of fellow trumpeter Miles Davis, Solar from the album Walkin’, was not a surprise.
However, when announcing You Don’t Know Where Love Is, Byron Wallen cited the source of its
appeal to him as Billie Holiday’s Lady In Satin album. This raised a few eyebrows, as the album,
coming at the end of her career and combining lush strings with her by then cracked and croaky
voice, elicits mixed reactions from her fans. Thelonious Monk’s I Mean You brought an end to an
entertaining evening.
Given the doubts over the economic viability of gigs at this venue, the fact that they continue to occur
at all is down to the remarkable resilience of the promoter Maggie Black. This tiny, softly-spoken
lady, who is wheelchair-bound, appears as if by magic (I have never seen her arrive); it is a mystery
how she can negotiate the narrow staircase up to the room. All credit must go to her for her efforts
in presenting jazz for the listening public and providing work for jazz musicians. She puts on gigs at
two other London venues, and must surely be their living angel.
Dave Carroll
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George Burns says:

“I was always taught to respect
my elders and I've now reached
the age when I don't have
anybody to respect, so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi gang. At the time of typing it has been a scorcher, temperatures here in ole London town hitting
the high twenties, or low eighties if you prefer the old imperial system. No doubt with the QE2 golden
jubilee weekend almost upon us, it will be a dramatic all change. However by the time Issue 67 hits
your screens or doormats Her Maj’s diamond jubilee will be passing into history.
Uppermost in your thoughts will no doubt be the thought of
yet another Tales From The Woods gig just weeks away. The
last surviving Blues man from the legendary Excello label of
Louisiana will be gracing the stage of the Water Rats, Kings
Cross on Sunday 8th July in company of highly acclaimed five
piece from the USA, the Bayou Brothers, who are going to
brew a swampy mixture of Zydeco and Blues that are
guaranteed to set your legs a dancing, feet a tapping. It is going to be one hell of a party; miss it at
your peril. Tickets are now on sale - check out the website for all the details you need to know.
Although just in case you are a little worried about it being a Sunday and getting up for work on
Monday… Don’t!!! We here at TFTW take such things into consideration; doors at 7:30pm, around
8pm will be showtime and live music will be over come 10:30pm, leaving folks plenty of time to make
tubes/trains/buses etc.
Lester is in the UK for a few months mostly playing Festivals, and Water Rats is the only London gig
the Blues Legend will be performing with a full band. He will be doing another gig for us on Thursday
August 9th at the Thomas Guy Club, London Bridge, a small intimate gig mostly for the benefit of
capturing Lester on film, on this evening joined by Little George Sueref on guitar. All the details once
again can be found on the website. If you want to attend you need to be pretty quick as tickets will
be restricted to just fifty, strictly in advance.
Sunday 4th November we welcome back Jerry Lee’s little sister Linda Gail Lewis, back to a TFTW
stage. Linda did a couple of gigs for us back in the early days of our existence, amazingly over
eleven years ago. The pumping piano gal from Ferriday, Louisiana this time will be bringing her
daughter along who has certainly been gaining a deserved reputation in her own right, Annie Dolan,
all backed up by the wonderful TFTW houseband. This rockin’ extravaganza will be also be taking
place at the Water Rats.
Tickets for all the forthcoming events go on sale from 1st June, as are the 2013 2is 7 that features
a bill of which we here at TFTW are proud; Cliff Bennett featuring former Rebel Rouser Sid Phillips
on baritone sax, Mike Berry, Vince Eager & Memphis Tones, Beryl
Marsden, Robb Shenton and special guest Wee Willie Harris who
wants to celebrate being 80 years young with us at the Borderline on
Sunday 27th January 2013.
I must remind you good folks unlike the Borderline, tickets for both
Water Rats shows and the Thomas Guy club event are available only
via TFTW, tickets will not be sold at the Water Rats except on the door
on the night. So if you want to save yourself a few pounds and be sure
of getting in, well… you all know what to do and where to find out more.
Certainly looking forward to meeting up with you loyal Woodies at one
of these or more events, We’re gonna have ourselves a natural ball.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to guitarist Bert
Weedon who died on 20th April aged 91.
Bert Weedon was born Herbert Maurice William Weedon in London’s
former dockland area of East Ham upon the 20th May 1920. His love of
music was handed down from his engine driver father who, during the
early days of recording technology, was to build up an impressive and
diverse collection of American hillbilly and jazz & swing records and he
was also a keen amateur singer. As his teenage years lay ahead, a 12
year old Herbert caught the tram to London’s central east side market at
Petticoat Lane where he proudly purchased his first guitar, many long years before the instrument
would represent instant glamour for enthusiastic young lads. It would not be an exaggeration to say
that through the eyes of Joe Public the guitar was rarely seen outside of singing cowboys on the
silver screen.
In not too many years hence, the now self-christened Bert was leading his own combos such as
Blue Cumberland Rhythm Boys and Bert Weedon and his Harlem Hotshots. As the names suggest,
his father’s extensive record collection was starting to pay dividends.
Soon he came to the notice of Harry Gold who led his own Pieces Of Eight band and became the
resident guitarist of this acclaimed Dixieland Jazz Band. During the war years he found himself
touring alongside the likes of jazz violinist Stephane Grappelli, pianist George Shearing and guitar
virtuoso Django Reinhardt.
With such an impressive CV in his back pocket it was hardly surprising as the fifties beckoned that
one of the biggest names in the business beat a path to Bert’s door; I refer to Mantovani, who for
many decades to come would lead one of the biggest orchestras, albeit very much to the MOR. In
the UK, for a while Bert became their featured guitarist, before departing to join the band of the
legendary Ted Heath, and finally to Cyril Stapleton’s BBC Show Band where Bert unwittingly had
his first introduction to Rock’n’Roll when Stapleton played a copy of a record that had been making
waves in the US that was still many months away from finding its release this side of the Atlantic;
the record in question was Bill Haley & The Comets’ 'Rock Around The Clock'. The band-leader had
plans to broadcast the song and wanted Bert to replicate Danny Cedrone’s guitar sound, Naturally
Bert complied.
Despite the outburst of vehemence that the fledgling musical form created on both sides of the
Atlantic, on this side nicely whipped up by figures of the musical establishment such as Sir Malcolm
Sargent and Steve Race, Stapleton to his credit performed the song on his programmes and live
shows with Bert recreating the lead guitar role.
As the floodgates opened to all our home-grown Rock’n’Roll singers, Bert was in constant demand,
from ‘Rock With The Caveman’ by Tommy Steele through to Marty Wilde, Adam Faith etc. Bert soon
found himself recording prolifically under his own name for Top Rank, hitting the charts in 1959 with
a cover of American guitarist Arthur 'Guitar’ Smith’s 'Guitar Boogie Shuffle' and the following year
recording the Jerry Lordan composition 'Apache’ that would soon become a major hit for The
Shadows and with which they are still likely to be forever associated through the eyes of Joe Public.
The tunes 'Ginchy’, 'Sorry Robbie’, and 'China Doll', all self-composed by Bert, saw the light of the
day through 1961 without ever quite matching the success of the aforementioned ‘Guitar Boogie
Shuffle’. A personal favourite of us here at Tales
From The Woods is Bert’s quirky take on Bill Justis’
'Honky Tonk’ with British traditional jazz legend on
trombone George Chisholm.
Bert’s essential book for all budding schoolboy
guitarists was of course 'Play In A Day' that first
appeared in 1957, promising that the purchaser
would be mastering the skills of Skiffle, Jazz, Latin
American Rhythms and no doubt most importantly
Rock’n’Roll in the allotted time stated in the title.
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Bert playing in the Ambrose Octet
with George Chisholm

We’re certainly not going into detail here of superstar names who picked up these books as kids
who now, in the 21st century, are as much a part of the musical establishment as Sargent and Race
were back in the fifties. The national press predictably did that job before us. Come 1987 thirty years
after the book first appeared, Bert issued a video which claimed in typically British music hall
heritage sense of humour “a beginner can be playing in a group within 25 minutes”.
For many the seventies was like manna from heaven for both fans and performers alike of
Rock’n’Roll, Rockabilly etc, Bert being no exception, issuing a number of albums throughout the
decade including his acclaimed ‘Rockin’ At The Roundhouse’ [1970] no doubt a natural venue for
this engine driver's son. In 1976 ‘22 Guitar Greats’ found Weedon finally gracing the album charts
selling in excess of a million copies, in demand too for the concert stage nationwide. However it
would be more than a decade and bit before I personally was able to witness Bert in action, this
being upon a bill laden with vintage British Rock’n’Roll performers at what has now become the
institution of Rockers Reunion at its original home of Battersea Town Hall.
Once our annual 2is shows got well underway, I attempted to contact Bert with a view of having him
on the show, maybe as a special guest. sadly it was never to be. For much of his career Bert was
involved with the entertainment industry charity, the Grand Order of the Water Rats. He himself was
appointed King Rat in 1992, receiving an OBE in 2001 for his services to the music industry and was
honoured by the Variety Club of Great Britain, The British Music Hall Society, and the British
Association of Songwriters, Composers & Authors.
Bert Weedon without doubt was widely admired and liked amongst his peers. It is said no one in the
industry had a bad thing to say about this affable, talented former East Ham boy. I would prefer to
let the artists and musicians who have performed alongside Bert over many, many years, names
too that over the past six years have appeared on our 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage
Shows, have the final word as they can describe with far greater experience and eloquence than I.
(See page 9)
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Belatedly we raise a glass to one of the most authentic voices ever
heard in bluegrass and old time country music, otherwise known as
mountain music, who died upon April 22nd 2011 aged either 75, 85,
or 86, the wonderful Hazel Dickens.
Born Hazel Jane Dickens in Mercer County, West Virginia on 1st
June either 1924/1925 or 1935, one of eleven children, to a coal
mining family whose hardships she retold with great passion in
songs such as 'Black Lung’ and ‘They’ll Never Keep Us Down', the
latter written in 1976 for the Barbara Kopple Oscar winning documentary ‘Harlan County USA'. It
has been said of her that all voices that have been raised in praise of everyday working people since
the death of Woodie Guthrie five decades ago, few have shared both the depth of feeling and
eloquence as that of Hazel Dickens. Influenced by both the country music that emanated from the
radio such as Grand Ole Opry and WWVA Jamboree broadcast from Wheeling, West Virginia and
family politics of the American workers movement, she was equally at home singing either on the
picket line or in the staid atmosphere of a concert hall.
Moving to Baltimore with her brothers she found employment in a tin can producing factory where
she saved hard to buy the instrument with which she would later become proficient and be
associated with, the bass. Singing and playing the coffee houses and bars was no doubt where she
would encounter folk hero Mike Seeger and the performer who Hazel would later collaborate with,
both on record and live performances, Alice Gerrard. Both Mike and Alice were devotees of old time
country or mountain music.
Alice Gerrard trained as a classical singer and hit the road with Hazel playing acoustic guitar to
Hazel’s stand-up bass, touring the bluegrass and folk circuits during the entire sixties and part of the
seventies, releasing four albums on Folkways. Although Rose Maddox and Jean Shepard
occasionally released bluegrass tracks, all-female string band such as the Coon Creek Girls had
5

been popular before bluegrass emerged as a fully formed
musical form during the forties. Hazel and Alice are considered
to be the first female interpreters of the genre using the same
tenor/lead vocal arrangements of their male counterparts.
Songs of struggle and heartbreak as heard on their 1965 album
‘Who's That Knockin’’ are a firm favourite here at Tales From
The Woods HQ.

Hazel and Alice

The influence of Alice and Hazel spread far and wide outside the confines of bluegrass and folk
music. Their arrangement of Carter Family’s ‘Hello Stranger’ became the blueprint for country music
institution Emmylou Harris’s version. Wynonna Judd stated in a British radio interview a few years
ago that it was Alice and Hazel’s adaptation of 'The Sweetest Gift (A Mother’s Smile)’ inspired her
mother Naomi Judd, then a single mother living in rural Virginia, to commence on a singing career
with her daughter. The duo built up a loyal feminist following during their time together.
Upon their break up in 1976, if anything Hazel’s songs became even more emotionally intense and
often political, as in the case, often a cappella sung, ‘Coal Tattoo’ and the harrowing ‘Black Lung', a
song she wrote for her brother who died of lung disease after a lifetime of working the mines. It was
from the movie “Matewan” directed by John Sayles in 1987 about coalmining in Appalachia that I
first became acquainted with the music of Hazel Dickens singing a cappella 'Hills Of Galilee'; it made
the hairs stand up on the back of my neck and I became instantly captivated. The same decade
would find Hazel record some of her finest and best known songs including 'My Better Years’,
‘Ramblin’ Woman’, and of course ‘Working Girl Blues’.
A 1981 album title was borrowed from a line in a Woody Guthrie song - ‘Hard Hitting Songs For Hard
Hit People’. Around the same period saw her up sticks and move to Washington. Throughout the
seventies, eighties, nineties and beyond she performed with bands such as Nashville Bluegrass
Boys, Johnson Mountain Boys as well as performing solo in both concert and political rallies, finding
time to write and record songs that are now staples of the bluegrass circuit such as ‘Mama's Hands',
and 'You’ll Get No More Of Me' which found their way onto the albums she recorded for the Rounder
label.
2001 she received the National Endowment Of The Arts' Award which was swiftly followed by a
documentary and a biography 'It’s Hard To Tell The Singer From The Song’ the latter written in
collaboration with noted country music historian Bill Malone which finally hit the book shelves in
2008.
The start of the present century saw San Francisco financier Warren Hillman set up an annual
Bluegrass Festival in his native city; Hazel Dickens was the first act to appear and continued to do
so every year hence. Her last public appearance was just a month before she passed away in April
2011 at the South By South West Festival in Austin Texas. Her close friend and fellow musician
Dudley Connell was quoted as saying "She pinned them to the wall". I am sure she did; how I would
love to have been there. Once again a reminder why this magazine, Tales From The Woods exist,
indeed for the likes of great performers like the late Hazel Dickens. If any of you loyal subscribers
out there were lucky enough to witness Hazel’s final performance at the South By South West
Festival in April 2011 or indeed know anyone who did we would love to hear from you.
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Raise a glass also to one of the finest New Orleans’ guitarists Ernest McLean who died on 24th
February aged 85.
Despite being considered one of the best guitarists ever to come out of the city of New Orleans,
certainly not a location remotely undernourished with talent. As a point in question when, in a 1973
interview conducted with long time Tales From The Woods subscriber and author of countless
books on the rich musical heritage of the southlands and roots music historian of proportions
gigantic, John Broven, New Orleans legend Alvin 'Red’ Tyler was quoted as saying that Ernest was
the only guitar player he knew that spent 10 or 11 hours a day practising, describing him as being
a cornerstone of the Fats Domino sound.
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Ernest started playing the guitar around eleven
years of age. His father, who was originally a
banjo player, was gainfully employed in a
government concert band within New Orleans and
was advised that they required the banjo to
double as a guitar player, so basically daddy
taught young Ernest as they went along. It would
be the late forties that it all came together for
Ernest when he was hired to play in the now
legendary band of Dave Bartholomew, playing Dave Bartholomew reunion with Herb Hardesty, Earl
behind Fats Domino on all his early recordings Palmer and Ernest McLean, Ponderosa Stomp 2002
including his earliest of many calling cards and
Fats moniker 'The Fat Man'. Lloyd Price’s 'Lawdy Miss Clawdy’ was another that found the young
Ernest creating his distinctive sound.
If that was all not enough he could be found sitting in on club dates in a city that then as now was
filled with venues to play, most notably the famous Dew Drop Inn on LaSalle Street. By all accounts,
according to New Orleans folklore, Ernest would quit the all night jams to head to St Jude's Catholic
Church for morning mass.
When not busying himself playing behind the aforementioned Fats Domino, not forgetting Smiley
Lewis too, as part of Dave Bartholomew’s studio band at Cosimo Matassa’s J&M studios, he still
found time to hang out with and jam alongside many of the Crescent City jazz musicians.
Come the late fifties, at the urging of fellow New Orleans musician drummer extraordinaire the great
Earl Palmer, he upped sticks and split for the west coast, Los Angeles to be precise, where Earl has
established himself as a very much in demand and not surprisingly so session drummer, which for
a while he did likewise before hitting the road with the Earl Bostic Band. Come the early sixties, with
the music scene about to undergo huge changes along with the social climate that accompanied the
decade, Ernest opted for life a little more quiet. Heading out to Disneyland in Florida to play for the
most part jazz standards, he would remain there for the next thirty years, although he did take time
off to record on Dr John’s penultimate sixties album 'Gris Gris’ on which he not only provided the
distinctive guitar work but also provided mandolin, an instrument that all
reports suggest he had never picked up before.
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Come the present century Ernest was reunited with his old New
Orleans buddies to perform at the Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans,
sharing the stage with legends and giants of the genre Harold Battiste,
Earl Palmer, Herb Hardesty and Chuck Badie. When Dave
Bartholomew was finally inducted into the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame he
once again played one more time with his former boss in an impromptu
jam session.
V
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Raise a glass also to rockabilly singer, musician and writer Larry Donn who died on 1st May 2012
aged 70.
Born Larry Donn Gillihan on 7th June 1941 in Bono, Arkansas, an only child raised on a farm just a
couple of miles north of the town of Bono, The family home in which Larry was born later, once times
got a little more affluent, became occupied by the live-stock the family owned.
Just like hundreds of other kids who would one day make their living by either performing or
generally earning a crust in the music industry throughout the southlands, the first sounds that crept
into his consciousness were through the family radio set. Country, hillbilly and blues, Bob Wills & his
Texas Playboys an early favourite by all accounts because young Larry had an uncle who played in
that influential and highly regarded outfit. He claimed too that his love of music was a natural thing
as so many family members were musicians.
As a young lad he became hooked on Dean Martin and around the same time he realised he too
could pitch a tune. However at the impressionable age of 14 Larry found his life changed overnight
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when rockabilly hero from Sun Records in Memphis, Sonny Burgess & The Pacers, came to play in
the gymnasium of Bono High School where Larry was a pupil at the time.
At a guess I would say around two-thirds of Tales From The
Woods readership would know that for well over a decade he
was a regular columnist for that bible of all things rockabilly and
American Rock’n’Roll, 'Now Dig This’ magazine until bowing out
in a rather controversial final article. In those many articles he
wrote often referring to the day when Elvis Presley came to play a show in Bono, as also, he claimed
at various times through those halcyon fifties teenage years, did Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis, Billy
Lee Riley, and Johnny Cash, to name but a few.
Larry finally got serious about learning to play the guitar whilst being laid up
during the hot summer days of 1957 after cutting off two of his toes whilst
mowing the lawn. It took a cousin to encourage him to enter a talent contest
which he finally did. Did quite well too, coming in second which no doubt
fired him up as soon he was forming a band of like-minded school friends
and playing anywhere that would offer them a gig, be it night clubs or
church halls along with school proms.
Upon a suggestion from Billy Lee Riley when their paths crossed, Larry
took the trip to Memphis like, no doubt, hundreds of other hopefuls. Luckier
than some, Larry and his band got to cut a side ‘That’s What I Call A Ball’
and a second tune was also recorded but, deciding it was not strong
enough, returned home to work on another song with the intention of
Larry Donn, April 1993 returning to Memphis to finish the session. However he would have to wait
© Paul Harris
until 1959 to see the song released as a B side to what would become his
calling card and with which he would be forever associated, ‘Honey Bun'
on the small Vaden label.
Years passed with Larry working as a DJ, radio station manager amongst many other things whilst
keeping his hand in, playing gigs at weekends in bars and small clubs. It would be the mid-seventies
that would allow Larry, like so many others, to take another strike at the fame game, taking trips
outside of the United States to perform on stages in Germany, Holland and the UK. On his website
it claims that he played in front of thousands of screaming, adoring fans in Europe. A slight
exaggeration or 'over egging the pudding'; however as no one can deny from reading his many
columns for NDT over the years, Larry had a sense of humour.
I got to see him on that granddaddy of all weekenders here in the UK at Hemsby, Norfolk. He was
certainly an enthusiastic stage performer, often seeming to me like an excited teenager, seemingly
on the verge of losing control, he certainly loved being there. He certainly loved Rock’n’Roll and
being amongst likeminded people. The enduring memory for me will be Larry, stage left, hammering
the keyboards, his right leg stomping wildly and huge ear to ear grin, jumping up from the piano stool
and sliding across the stage on his knees.
2008 saw the release of his CD entitled ‘Burning'; a review at the time suggested "it was absolutely
fantastic, every track is killer Rock’n’Roll played as it should be played with passion and conviction".
The illness to which Larry succumbed had plagued him and sadly wore him down throughout his
final years.

Last week the world lost one of the purest, raunchiest, soulful white singers of all time, Levon Helm,
to throat cancer. I am sure many Woodies like me can cast their minds back to the late ‘60s to the
ground breaking sound of "THE BAND" who kept the music sane during that psychedelic period...
they broke up as a band but Levon kept on going right to the end, a one off character we will never
see the likes of again. A real "Good Ole Boy" from Arkansas… singer, songwriter, movie star...
Levon, you have left us with a wealth of true Southern charm, guts, and a voice never to be copied
or equalled. Rest easy, let the rest carry the "WEIGHT"
Dave Sampson
(Expect a more in-depth obituary next issue)
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Memories of Bert
Weedon
Bert Weedon was such a gentleman. His contribution to British
Rock’n’Roll was immense via his guitar tutor ‘Play In A Day’ and his
massive hit Guitar Boogie Shuffle which we all learnt from, as
everybody was boogie mad in those days.
Bert's tutor was brilliant and it was the only one of its kind that taught you the guitar chords and it
was a big must have item along with pitch pipes to tune up with!
Everyone had his tutor book back in the 1950s and it was like a Bible to us all. You couldn't get any
guitar lessons for love nor money as nobody knew how to play and most of us couldn't read music!
We learnt (or guessed) from records after we all started playing guitar from scratch to Lonnie
Donegan's Rock Island Line.
Joe Brown was the only guy we saw who could play half way up the guitar neck back in 1957 and
we were all gob smacked and went WOW!!! I saw him do this with his band in the Rialto Cinema,
Leyton when Skiffle Groups played between the film sets on a Sunday afternoon.
Joe must have had some advice from someone unknown to us as our acoustic Spanish guitars were
impossible to play above the 5th fret; this was because we put metal strings on them to get a LOUD
big twanging sound and due to the extra pressure these exerted they bent the neck upwards and
the guitar looked like Robin Hood’s bow! You couldn't push the strings down as they were 3 inches
up at the 5th fret!
This hampered our progress big time; even with Bert's tutor to hand it couldn't help us. Electric
guitars were unheard of in those days and we thought you had to plug them in to a 240 volt mains
socket which was a bit scary back then! It was not until I was called up for National Service that I got
a guitar lesson when a northern guy showed me how to play bar chords in 1958 when I was stuck
in a tent for 15 months in Cyprus.
I used to play my guitar 24 hours a day to beat the boredom and the first song I learnt to play with
bar chords was Connie Francis's Who's Sorry Now and I was so proud of myself I wrote a letter
home to my parents with all the song chords in it which I have still got!
I still had a Spanish guitar at that time but I had put the proper strings back on and could now play
like JOE BROWN at last!!
I met Bert on several occasions when I was doing ‘60s shows with my band Blackcat in the ‘80s and
it was a real honour to perform with him. He was a great guy, very polite and very professional and
we got on great, be it playing together on stage or personal wise.
I kept in touch with him by phone for many years and he was very approachable at all times. He paid
me some great compliments on my guitar playing and my energy which I thought was fantastic
coming from the MASTER… and I have never forgotten it.
I had a copy of his Guitar Tutor "PLAY LOUD IN A DAY" which I had kept from the ‘50s which I used
to show people until someone nicked it along with my equipment and my van! If anybody out there
has a spare copy, could you please send it to me because I have forgotten where BIG "E" is!
I really enjoyed Bert's company and our phone chats but sadly we moved apart in his later years...
as you do in music!
In all my life I have never heard a bad word spoken about Bert; everybody loved and respected him
and he was a true pioneer of British Rock’n’Roll and I feel so privileged to have met and known him
personally. LONG LIVE HIS MEMORY!
Chris Fender Black
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I'm sure you will hear from so many others what a great influence Bert was on the young guitar
players of the ‘50s & ‘60s.
Until Guitar Boogie Shuffle Bert was just a radio name as far as hearing him play. However with the
publication of ‘Play In A Day’ he reached a whole new public and can claim to have nurtured the
talents of such people as Clapton, Brian May etc.
I have attached a couple of pictures that might be of interest to you. The group shot was taken the
year Bert was King Rat in 1992 and includes,

© Chas McDevitt
Back row: Bruce Welch, George Harrison, Mike Read,
Lonnie Donegan, Bert, Con Cluskey (of the Bachelors),
Brian May, Dec Cluskey (Bachelors). Front row: Joe
Brown & Chas McDevitt.
All paying homage to Bert!

© Chas McDevitt

The other photo was taken the year I was King Rat
2003/04 and includes Jim Marshall of Marshall amps,
Roy Hudd & Bert. Bert & Jim were best mates; it is quite
weird that they died within two weeks of each other. In
fact the news that Bert had died reached me at the
moment of Jim Marshall's funeral.
Chas McDevitt

I worked with Bert Weedon several times in the early sixties and have one fond memory of doing a
very large marquee gig in Skegness, where he topped the bill and we (The Sunsets) were No. 2.
Performing to a large audience of Northern holiday makers, a built in successful evening, Bert had
the audience shouting and screaming along to his overused favourite line “Is everybody happy?”,
and several versions of Guitar Boogie Shuffle, we couldn’t compete. Great memory!
Dave Alexander
I remember Bert as a very kind friendly guy with a big heart; my band The Hunters all learnt from
Bert's books as did half the bands in the late ‘50s early ‘60s. I was fortunate enough to have him
back me on various BBC Shows, and you were always greeted with that big broad smile. Along with
guitarist Eric Ford (Oh Boy) he did my Philips sessions. Bert's sound although not like Hank, or Big
Jim Sullivan's was easily recognised; nothing flash, just basic honest chords and a great ear, you
don't back Sinatra if you are not in the groove, and Bert really was. he covered the full spectrum of
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Showbiz, from orchestra pit to "Pussy Cat Willum", a well loved and
respected Gentlemen of music. I am sure that it won't be long before the
residents of the land beyond the Pearly Gates will all be receiving Bert's
tuition. "Sweet Dreams" Bert.
Dave Sampson
I did meet Bert once, in the ‘80s on the stairs at the Lansdowne Club in
London (I was doing a gig there for the dancing). He was a great gent and
very approachable and I did thank him for writing Ginchy. Such a great
instrumental which was covered by The Ventures on their single coupled
with Lullaby of the Leaves (London label). A really nice guy and such a
mentor for all the budding guitarists of my youth.
Allan Bailey
I would think that anyone of my generation in the UK, and especially if they play guitar, knew and
respected Bert Weedon. He was a legend. Looking back to those early days, until skiffle came
along, I don’t think many of the kids even thought about playing a guitar, but with the advent of
Rock’n’Roll it became a more exciting sound – and more importantly; sexy. Elvis Presley standing
on stage with a guitar slung around his neck – it doesn’t get better than that.
Even more surprising then, that an ordinary bloke, who dressed a bit like your dad, should also
become an iconic figure from that period. Dear old Bert really was the most unlikely guitar hero –
but if wasn’t for him I almost think the RnR scene in England might have suffered a hiccup at birth.
With his teach-yourself books it was he who, almost single-handedly, taught us how relatively easy
it was to learn a few chords, and set us on a magical journey that for many of us never ends. His
books were virtually the only source available if you wanted to really learn the guitar – not just hold
it for show; and I for one will be eternally grateful to him. I was fortunate to meet him many times as
he was a fan of magic and often came to The Magic Circle functions. In the words of Jerry Lee Lewis
– Bert “we couldn’t have done it without you – wouldn’t even try”.
Jay Chance– The ‘50’s 60’s Man’
I always wanted to interview Bert but his last years were plagued with illness and the opportunity
never arose. Such a sad loss of one of the all-time guitar legends. How many budding guitarists
bought his book that started them off in the music business? My favourite tracks were Black Jackets,
Night Cry and The Prowler. The older members of the crew at Radio Caroline take their hats off to
Bert Weedon; maybe he's in guitar heaven now?
Dell Richardson
I was sat with my mum in a coffee bar near Belle Vue, Manchester one Saturday morning in July
1960. I was just 12 years old and, like many impressionable kids of that era, I was totally hooked on
the changing sound of modern music brought about by the emerging influence of the electric guitar.
As I sat in that café enjoying a rare “treat” of a Pepsi and crisps, a newly released record had just
flipped onto the café’s jukebox turntable. The record was about to change my life and the lives of
many thousands of newbie musicians forever. For the next couple of minutes my ears were filled for
the very first time by the sound of The Shadows’ “Apache”. Wow, this was the way to go! There was
no doubting, this haunting new electric guitar sound was the future. As soon as the record stopped
I asked the inevitable question, “Can I have a guitar please mum, an electric guitar....?”
A few months later and, after washing a few hundred cars at the local garage to raise the money, I
was the proud owner of a Hofner electric guitar. This guitar was one of many thousands sold as a
direct result of the Shad’s “Apache” reaching No.1 in the charts. However, the reality and problems
for me and thousands of other budding players had just begun - how on earth do we play these
wonderful instruments? After all, mum, dad and all my mates are waiting to hear my first tune! Well,
there was a saviour for us all.
There was a guitarist on TV and radio regularly giving playing tips and demos and, not only that, he
had produced a book for us guitar novices called “Play in a Day”; his name was Bert Weedon and
little did we know at the time but many of our pop idols including Hank Marvin had used Bert’s book
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to help them with their playing. Into the late ’80s and early ’90s Hank would make a reference to Bert
Weedon during The Shad’s concerts (Bert had released his own version of Apache shortly before
the Shad’s version). Hank would hold aloft a copy of “Bert Weedon’s - Play in a Day” and make
mention of Bert’s massive contribution to himself and the guitar playing fraternity.
I often wonder how many of those thousands of guitars bought in those early days would have
ended up cast away in cupboards or in lofts had Bert Weedon not been there to provide inspiration
and encouragement for us all. For myself and all those thousands who have enjoyed a lifetime’s
career or hobby playing the guitar I offer a deep feeling of gratitude and thanks to Bert Weedon for
leaving us such a great and lasting legacy. I never met the man but I will never forget him because,
without Bert’s vision, contribution and guidance there would be a huge unimaginable void in Britain’s
pop music history.
Bert Weedon OBE - a true British guitar legend, RIP
Barry Husband - Out of The Shadows Band
(Band members are Brian “Licorice” Locking, Clem Cattini, Kevin Harris and Barry Husband)
I am one of the few guitarists of the founding Rock & Roll generation who was not set on their way
to playing via Bert Weedon’s seminal Play in a Day course. As luck would have it, my sister married
accomplished guitarist Cyril Sparks, who played in the old style combining melody and chords
together and it was through his teaching that I fumbled, sore-fingered, through the basics.
However, years later, I played a summer season with Bert Weedon and learned much from him in
his dressing room on rainy afternoons. Bert was a consummate professional; his stage act was
flawless, pleasing both his audience with the material they expected to hear, but also impressing
musicians from other holiday shows who would find a way to see him despite their own performance
schedule. There were a few musicians who arrived with the preconception that Bert Weedon was
“cheesy” or “a bit of a joke” but those views were swiftly dismissed once his performance began. I
enjoyed watching jaws slowly drop as Bert’s masterful technique became evident.
I liked Bert immensely; he always had time to chat and offered playing advice with patience and
without condescension. He was modest about his talent and achievements; a perfect gentleman; a
fine natural teacher and a terrific live performer. I believe it is no exaggeration to say that had it not
been for Bert’s thin but seminal book costing a few shillings decades ago there would not be the
many thousands playing guitar in modern bands today. Playing techniques have changed beyond
recognition but, as in all things, there is a starting point and for so many back then it was Bert
Weedon. I don’t doubt that the basics learned originally from Bert Weedon’s Play in a Day have
been passed down (with old guitars) through family generations - and that is Bert Weedon’s true
legacy. RIP.
Buddy Britten

CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

Hiya pals, it's ol' Bunter back in the online pages of the
country's favourite irreverent, offbeat roots music
magazine. I have three tasty shinies in this CD round-up,
all by good friends of the Woodie kingdom.
First up is a gentleman who I understand is the greatgrandson of G.H. Elliott, a hugely popular Music Hall artist
of around a hundred years ago or so. Ray Lee is the
name, and Ray has a 17-track collection recently released
entitled "Without A Doubt" and there's no doubt
whatsoever that this CD will appeal to lovers of classic songs tastefully done. Not sure who provides
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the music behind Mr. Lee, but the material is wide-ranging to say
the least; Ray comfortably wraps his tonsils around the Bellamy
Brothers' "Let Your Love Flow", Roger Miller's "King Of The
Road", Bobby Darin's "Beyond The Sea" and "Splish Splash",
Gerry Rafferty's "Baker Street", Billy Fury's "I'd Never Find
Another You", Frankie Ford's "Sea Cruise", the Marcels'
arrangement of "Blue Moon", the Righteous Brothers'
arrangement of "Unchained Melody", Donovan's "Mellow Yellow",
the Merseys' "Sorrow", Roxy Music's "Love Is The Drug", the
Clovers' "Love Potion Number 9", Gene Pitney's "Something's
Gotten Hold Of My Heart", Soft Cell's arrangement of Gloria
Jones' "Tainted Love", Barry Manilow's "Copacabana" and a Latin
treatment of "Love Me With All Of Your Heart", a song previously recorded by Karl Denver, the
Bachelors and Englebert Humperdinck.
For ordering, contact Ray on rayleesinger@yahoo.co.uk and also check out his website
www.rayleesinger.co.uk
Johnny Longo has of course been a firm favourite with audiences at TFTW shows and it's good to
see a new CD plop onto my doormat for inspection. "Can't You Hear My Heart" contains 13 tracks,
two of which appear to be different mixes of the Danny Rivers-originated title track so faithfully
rendered by John. "Twinkle In Your Eye" is a nice song in the "Don't Be Cruel" style. There's a tasty
take of the Cochran Brothers' "I'm Ready", an uptempo Carl Mann-styled version of Elvis's "There's
Always Me" that seems to work well, solid jivers via the Chords' "Sh-Boom", Mike Sanchez's
"Jitterbug Boogie", Tommy Steele's "Elevator Rock", BR5-49's "Little Ramona's Gone Hillbilly Nuts"
and even Hank Williams' "Cold Cold Heart" (really!) and Alvin Stardust's "Jealous Mind". There's
also some action for the strollers with Johnny Burnette's "Cincinnati Fireball" and things slow down
a touch for a nice reading of Carl Perkins' "Turn Around". Well recommended all in all, and a CD that
I'm sure will be available at Johnny's gigs.
Finally we come to one of the original crop of UK beat singers from the halcyon days of the late '50's
and early '60's. Peter Wynne's original singles (I think for Columbia) never troubled the chart
compilers, but this fine singer worked the Essoldos, Granadas and Hippodromes back in the day
with Billy Fury, Joe Brown, Lance Fortune, Georgie Fame, and Marty Wilde: his main claim to fame,
however, was his appearing on the same bill as Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran during their
now-legendary tour of the UK together in 1960.
A just-released CD, "As Time Goes By", contains a selection of some of Peter's favourite songs;
some are songs recorded by Peter way back when, while many are brand-new cuts emanating from
sessions at the Shoot The Dog studio in Tottenham, North London. Peter has a powerful voice
reminiscent of '70's period Elvis, and indeed there are quite a few songs recorded by the King in that
very decade included ("It's Impossible", best known by Perry Como, plus "Always On My Mind",
"And I Love You So", "For The Good Times", "Let It Be Me", and "Until It's Time For You Go") plus
one or two more uptempo, earlier Presley favourites ("A Mess Of Blues" and "That's Alright Mama").
There are solid versions of Conway Twitty's "It's Only Make Believe", Don Gibson's "Sea Of
Heartbreak", the Everly Brothers' "Let It Be Me", the Platters' "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" and even
Billy Ray Cyrus's "Achy Breaky Heart". Helping out on some of the 2012 recordings, incidentally, are
Ciara Rafferty (backing vocal on "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes") and Daniel Spiller (vocal on "Smoke
Gets" and "Achy Breaky Heart").
The remainder of the 16-song set consist of '60s recordings, "You're Mine" and "Twilight Time" are
ballads (naturally in the case of the latter), with "You're Mine" quite reminiscent of Eddie Fisher's "I'm
Yours". "Excuse Me Dear Martha" is busy-tempoed and catchy, dating from around the late '60s, I
would imagine. Finally, I was quite impressed with the very pleasant shuffle-tempo teen ballad "I
Need You Close Again" which was partially penned by Peter. For this member of the Houseband, it
was quite an honour to back this highly professional performer, and let's hope Peter gets to be more
widely appreciated on the '60s revival circuit; no-one is more deserving! See you next time!!
Sticks Bunter
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48
Reports that so many people tried to get into Hemsby 48
Rock’n’Roll Weekender in Norfolk that some without advance
bookings were turned away have been strongly denied by
promoter Willie Jeffery.
“While it’s true we were near capacity, no-one was denied
admission,” said Willie. “We place guests at Seacroft Holiday
Park, and three neighbouring parks, so it’s almost impossible
for us to run out of accommodation.
“However, with the growing success of the two Hemsby
weekenders, we cannot stress enough the importance of
booking in advance.”
In fact, the October event is attracting record advance ticketbuying, so some are heeding Willy’s advice.
The strength of the bill at Hemsby 48 in May turned the weekend into a memorable classic as well
as packed event. Headliners were Texas rockabilly Gene Summers, a UK debut for Robin Luke,
rediscovered by me in New York, doo-wop veterans The Velours, Sweden’s Eva Eastwood and her
Band, Marcel Riesco’s western swing band The Shookups, and dozens more purveyors of The Big
Beat, live, on vinyl and on CD.
Not to mention a boat cruise, a classic car cruise, jiving
competitions and lessons, a pin-up contest all spread across
three inter-linked venues, The Starlight Ballroom, The Blue
Lagoon and The Harlequin. The last jiver is played at 5.30am,
and up to 400 are still on the floor when the last needle is lifted
on the last record - not that this old fart has ever stayed awake
long enough to find out if this is true.
Jiving Contest Visitors come from all over the world, with strong contingents
© Paul Harris from Scandinavia, Spain, Germany and Italy, and the three
night event is rapidly become a four nighter, as Thursday night
is getting stronger.
Dress styles vary from rockabilly clone with black T-shirt, black cuffed Levis, and long wallet chain
to forties military, with the only dress stipulation - tattoos will be worn.
Thursday night featured Wesley Karr and The
Automobiles, The Leopard Trio and the ever-reliable
John Lewis Trio, but since I arrived Friday, the only group
on which I can comment is England’s The Leopard Trio.
They did a grand job Saturday when the classic car cruise
pulled into nearby Great Yarmouth where the cars were
greeted by clapping and open mouths from the locals, and
the band were greeted with warm applause for their gusto.
The big name on Friday was affable Dallas native Gene
Summers, whose off-stage diffident manner is in marked
contrast to the wildness and attack of his stage act.
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Gene Summers
© Paul Harris

Still slim, still with his quiff, Gene, making only his second Hemsby
appearance, has a back catalogue of dance-floor stormers including one of
the best double-siders of the Rock’n’Roll era, School of Rock’n’Roll/Straight
Skirts.
Add to that the equally impressive Alabama Shake, Gotta Lotta That and
Twixteen, all present and correct, and with Gene in good voice, he went
down as well as legends of his stature deserve.
Gene Summers
© Paul Harris

But it would be as nothing if he were not given sympathetic backing, and
now’s as good a time as any to pay a well-deserved tribute to the Hemsby
House Band. Mark Sprex has taken over as musical director from
otherwise engaged Wayne Hopkins, and, like Wayne, plays upright bass
himself.

The leader of the Rumba Kings, he has hand-picked a top crew, with Paul Gaskin and Rob Tyler,
formerly of Dave Philips Hot Rod Gang on guitar and drums, and John Lewis, from the Rimshots,
on piano. They were consistently well-drilled, and surely deserve their own spot in the programme.
Incidentally, Dave Philips himself put in a surprise afternoon appearance to reunite his old outfit,
which I missed, but those that were there said it was not only musically excellent, but attracted such
a large crowd that I probably would not have wedged my way in.
The appeal of academia has kept hitmaker Robin Luke
away from Rock’n’Roll for most of his adult life, and recently
retired as the Dean of a university in Missouri. He sold three
million copies of Susie Darlin' in 1958, and is still looking and
sounding good; he went through a shortish but quality set
featuring his fifties material. Raised in Hawaii, by the age of
15 he was regularly supporting the biggest names in
Rock’n’Roll when they came to the Islands.

Robin Luke
© Paul Harris

He opened with a tribute to his old friend Buddy Holly with
Peggy Sue, and promised he would only be performing his
own numbers from there on in, and followed it with Marty
Wilde’s Bad Boy. Hmmm - but I guess Robin did record it at the time, a rare instance of a Yank
covering a British pop record.
Wearing a trademark Hawaiian shirt, and strumming an acoustic, he showed his voice has lost none
of the intimacy and winsome quality that turned him into a star. After that it was Can't Stop Me From
Dreaming, Walking In the Moonlight, Won't You Please Be Mine, the upbeat Rotten Love and Ever
Lovin' - a song that he wrote, and another buddy, Rick Nelson, asked to record - before finishing off
with his rocking follow up single Chicka Chicka Honey and of course Susie Darlin'. After 30 minutes
Robin had run out of rehearsed numbers so he reprised the last two as an encore, saying he's had
“more fun than a pig in poop”, before finishing off with an Elvis style version of Blue Suede Shoes.
Special mention for UK vocal group The Roomates who dooed and wopped where they should,
adding special gloss to Robin’s show.
I asked Robin later why Livin’s Lovin’ You, flip of Susie, was not included, and he revealed that
engineers had slowed the track by 30 per cent on original release so DJs would play only the A side.
So much for the quality of my ears, I love that record.
Blonde Swedish singer Eva Eastwood wearing a blue head band
and denim was making her sixth, yes, her sixth, Hemsby
appearance and her enthusiasm, talent and songwriting skills
showed why she is so popular. Backed by her band the Major
Keys, she ranged from rockabilly to sixties girl group pop and hard
edged rock and roll. She's got a great voice and brilliant stage
presence. She included Hot Chicks and Cool Cats, Everybody's
Gone and Done It, Oh Peter, Love My Baby, the excellent Wendy's
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Eva Eastwood © Paul Harris

Wedding, 60291, Burning, You Should Have Asked Me and What Do You Know About Love. She
finished with an excellent version of Sonny Burgess's Ain't Got A Thing and, as an encore, Ruth
Brown's As Long As I'm Moving.
Swedish members of the audience who are accustomed to seeing her and hearing her in more
sedate circumstances were completely blown away by the new Little Miss Dynamite.
Sunday night is once more doo-wop night at Hemsby,
rather there is at least one vocal group on the final night,
and this year it was a return for The Velours, with
sterling support from the Roomates.
The Velours were originally from the BedfordStuyvesant section of Brooklyn and although they never
scored any major chart hits, they are fondly
remembered for their variety of vocal group romantic
ballads, novelty numbers, and up-tempo jump and
rockin' songs.
The Velours © Paul Harris

Their first single, My Love Come Back in 1956 failed to
hit but in 1957, the group issued their biggest record, a
ballad called Can I Come Over Tonight. Other singles included during the late '50s included Blue
Velvet, This Could Be the Night, Romeo and Crazy Love.
All were present and correct and the group were note-perfect, even if the line-up may have changed
over the years.
Doo-wop provides a welcome respite from the 100 miles an hour output of fully half the outfits who
appear at Hemsby, and more vocal group harmony would be welcomed by many in the future.
Look out for Tommy Hunt, from the Flamingos, with the Velvet Candles from Spain, at the October
Hemsby. Another act I rediscovered and put in the direction of Hemsby promoters. They are
breath-taking.
John Howard

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Eddie Bond - The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly in the 50s
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - January 18, 2012
At KWEM the Delmore Brothers recorded two sides for King in 1947 and backed, in December
1947, Wayne Raney on the classics “Lost John Boogie” (King 719) and “Jack and Jill Boogie” (King
732). “Lost John”, like “Match Box Blues” recorded later by Carl Perkins, was a negro folk song from
the previous century. In June 1950, Joe Hill Louis, still at KWEM, recorded “Boogie In The
Dark”/”Gotta Let You Go” issued by Sam Phillips and Dewey Phillips on Phillips 9001/9002. The first
and only release (300 copies) on that label brought to us a wonderful guitar/harp boogie recording.
That impossible to find record has just been bootlegged on 45 rpm format. On March 10, 1952, a
long forgotten KWEM disc jockey played the acetate of Johnny London, a sixteen year old black
saxophone player, “Drivin’ Slow”/”Flat Tire” that was the first Sun release (175) made available in
shops two weeks later. West Memphis was a bowl where Honky-Tonk and Rhythm and Blues were
doin’ the boogie on the air waves and in the beer joints. Hillbilly dances and Blues slides started to
flirt and to blend. They gave birth to a baby that will be called, in June 1956, rock-a-billy in the trade
papers printed way up North. In February 1954, a second KWEM studio was added at 64 Butin
Street (P.O Box 142), later renamed Flicker Street, in Memphis. Actually this location was the offices
of KWEM, opened when Dee Rivers took control of the station in 1949. It shows up as the address
for KWEM in the Memphis 1951 telephone book. That second studio made KWEM the first radio to
broadcast daily from two different states.
From 1950 to1953, KWEM radio broadcast a live show every Saturday night known as The West
Memphis Jamboree, hosted by Dick Stuart Pinkham. There was a Saturday afternoon Talent Show
broadcast at noon from the Joy Theatre, and other locations when needed, hosted by Joe Manuel
in 1952 and 1953. There may have been some confusion between these two shows but Bill Black
and Scotty Moore played on them for Bud Deckleman and Bull Jackson, and sometimes Johnny
Burnette and his brother Dorsey (then playing steel guitar). Charlie Feathers and Elvis were featured
before joining Sam Phillips’ stable. George Klein came to KWEM - 990 on your dial - in October 1954
(he left around August 1956) and Johnny Cash hosted few broadcasts with the support of Mr Bates,
owner of The Home Equipment Company that sponsored a 15 minute show every Saturday at 4.00
pm. The May 21, 1955 broadcast is now available on the “Bootleg II - From Memphis to Hollywood“
CD. The liner notes are darn inaccurate listing a home recording made by Vivian Liberto Cash at
their location 1624 East Moreland - Memphis. Then Johnny Cash, who could barely afford a new
pair of shoes and carried his guitar in a sack, didn’t own a reel to reel recorder. Dick Stuart was
Johnny Cash’s manager and the demos for “You’re My Baby“ and “Rock and Roll Ruby“, that last
one bought from George Jones, were cut at KWEM studio.
Among the popular clubs and musical hang outs located in West Memphis were The Plantation Inn,
The Cotton Club opened in 1949 by Grady Lofton, The Wagon Wheel, The Danny’s, The Be-Bop
Hall, The Blue Goose and The Square Deal Cafe. The Plantation Inn was the largest club in the
South being a very respectable white dinner and dance club. There was also a 1,025 seat theatre,
The Joy, that became The Avon Theatre in 1953 and The Harlem Theatre. In Memphis you could
enjoy yourself at The Five Gables where the Clyde Leoppard band played on Thursday night, The
Bon Air Club, The Eagle’s Nest, The Corral Club, The Silver Slipper, The Hippodrome - located 500
Beale Avenue - The Whirlaway, The Airways Club, The Silver Stallion, The Beaufort Inn and, for the
polite society, The Skyway Ballroom located in the Peabody Hotel. In Arkansas, you could have a
ball at The Silver Moon in Newport, The C & R and The Cotton Club in Trumann, The B & I Club in
Swifton, The Delta Supper Club in West Helena, The Trio Club in Pine Bluff and The Rebel in
Osceola. They were really rockin’ and rollin’ in Arkansas.
Back to civil life in late 1951, Eddie Bond again assembled a combo and started to work locally as
Eddie Bond and the Western Swing Band. Later, but not before 1953 and after a few member
changes, the group became The Stompers. Eddie took a steady job at M.L. Campbell & Co, selling
paints and varnishes. His dad was working at the same company located at 884 South Cooper
Street - Memphis - and they later bought the full shares. For a while, Charles Holley played guitar
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as a member of the Western Swing Band, while his sweetheart Sue sang with Gladys Stephens as
The Tennessee Sweethearts. That female duet worked with Eddie’s unit singing some Davis
Sisters’ popular songs. Gladys, a beautiful blue eyed and blond haired dolly, worked for Southern
Bell Telephone Company as a switchboard operator for the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Gladys and Eddie married on September 12, 1953. Eddie Bond
worked at The Wagon Wheel, at the Kickapoo Inn and at the Hut
and quite a few times with Clyde Leoppard and The Snearly
Ranch Boys at The Cotton Club on Saturday nite. The natural
frontier between Memphis (Tennessee) and West Memphis
(Arkansas) was the Mississippi river. An iron bridge, The Harahan,
built in 1908, was the way to cross from one bank to another.
When Cotton picking time came, each day at 5.00 am, between
Gladys and Eddie
1,000 and 2,000 hired hands would gather on the Memphis side
September 12, 1953.
of the bridge waiting for transportation to Arkansas' plantations.
Schools were even closed to allow the black children to participate
in the harvesting of cotton. The Wilson Plantation, located 40 miles north of Memphis on Highway
61, had more than 11,000 workers and covered 65,000 acres. Howlin’ Wolf and his family worked
there after moving from Mississippi in 1948. In the early 50s, Memphis had almost 400,000
inhabitants, a specific area for Negroes and the Chickasaw Indians were just a souvenir. Beale
Street was the business district for blacks and the Memphis zoo and the Memphis fairground had
one day a week that was designated as “colored day”.
Jody Chastain and Fuller Todd, who had a 30 minute spot on KWEM, were hired by Eddie after an
audition. They had their own part on the show playing songs
borrowed from The Louvin Brothers, Jody taking Ira's parts and
Fuller doing Charlie’s duties. We are lucky enough to have the
song list for a show played at The Sunshine Movie Theatre in
Cherry Valley, Arkansas, on August 4, 1953. Let's stroll through it
if you like. Reggie played “Pan Handle Rag“, “Cimarron Boogie”,
“Sugarfoot Rag” and “Bells of St Mary“; Gladys sang “I’m Waitin’
For Your Letter“, “Dear John” (with Eddie), “I Forgot More Than
You’ll Ever Know” (with Fuller), “No Help Wanted” and “Is That
You Myrtle” (with Eddie and Jody); Jody Chastain played “Jody’s
Jump”, “Spanish Song”, “Harbor Lights” and “Steel Guitar Stomp”;
Fuller Todd sang “I Have Waited Too Long”, “Let’s Take The Long
Way Home”, “If I Should Love You” and “I Can’t Wait ‘Till The
Sun”; while Eddie goes on “So Sad To Be Loving You” and “I
Dreamed About Mom”. Most of these songs were hits of the time
made popular by Faron Young, The Carlisles, The Davis Sisters
and Ferlin Husky & Jean Sheppard. It's interesting to remember
Elvis tried to work out “Harbor Lights“, a hit for Bing Crosby and
Guy Lombardo in 1950, at Sun's location on July 5, 1954.
Fuller Todd, born in Mississippi on March 26, 1935, when he graduated from High School went to
live with Jody Chastain and his mother, Bessie, in 1953. Fuller remembers well the first time he
heard Johnny Cash on KWEM for a broadcast hosted by George Klein. Then, as they did for Elvis,
many in the business, including Fuller, thought Johnny would never make a living out of his music.
Quickly Fuller learnt he better not look around for a fortune teller job. In 1956, working for a local
firm, Fuller paid a visit to King record’s local representation located at 1092 Union Avenue Memphis - and was signed by the manager Louis Innis. The King location was only in activity from
1952 to 1956. Three singles were issued for that Ohio record label, the first sides being cut in March
1956 in Nashville and the next in Cincinnati (Ohio). His “Top Ten Rock” (King 5111) is a very nice
side while “I’m So Lonely” from his pen was recorded by Jay B. Lloyd (Hi 2017). Fuller, a gifted song
writer had many of his songs recorded by Trini Lopez, Ramon Maupin, Tony Rossini, Marlon
Grisham, The Bill Black Combo and Conway Twitty. In his own words, he still digs “The Memphis
rock-a-billies from the fabulous fifties”.
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After meeting Jerry Huffman and teaming with him on WBIP radio in Booneville (Mississippi), Jody
Chastain who played steel guitar and bass became member of Charlie Feathers’ Musical Warriors
in 1955. He also backed Lendon Smith on ”Women”/”Lost Love” recorded in January 1956 and
issued on Meteor 5030. Charlie Feathers was Stuart Pinkston’s brother in law. Stuart, who worked
on WMPS and KWEM radio, was at the Chrysler’s wheel when Carl Perkins and his band crashed
in Dover (Delaware) on March 22, 1956, on their way to New York for the Perry Como TV Show.
They had just finished a gig in Norfolk, Virginia, all being tired from doing the show there. Dick had
only been driving about an hour and he went to sleep behind the wheel of the rented Chrysler
limousine and rammed the back of a poultry truck, killing the driver.
Joe Manuel, a KWEM radio personality, hosted “The Joe Manuel Show” on Friday and on Saturday
“The Talent Contest Club”. In 1953, Joe Manuel with Marshall Erwin Ellis and KWEM, started to
produce “The Saturday Night Jamboree” - under amateur status to welcome non Union performers
and cut out the expenses. The show was run from the second floor of the Goodwyn Institute located
at Madison Avenue and 4th Street in downtown Memphis. That building was not far from Lauderdale
Courts. Joe Manuel worked for WHBQ before moving to KWEM in 1952.
Marcus Van Story (who played guitar and did comedy routines then), Kenneth Herman, Ronald
Smith, Tommy Smith (who had "City Of Strangers"/"I'm A Fool" on Decca 9-29844 in 1956), Major
Pruitt, Droopy “Duck“ Howard, Lee Atkins, Lloyd Arnold McCollough, Eddie Bond, Harmonica Frank
Floyd, Charlie Feathers, The Lazenby Twins, Barbara Pittman, Reggie Young, Dick Hudson, Joe
and Larry Manuel were regulars on the “Saturday Night Jamboree”, until November 1954, when that
900 seat location was closed to renovate the facility.
With no other location available and many singers being now AFM Union (Local 71) affiliates with
work permits, Joe Manuel decided to close it down. Elvis and The Burnettes, living in Lauderdale
Courts, also played that show that was a kind of a Hillbilly answer to the Rhythm and Blues show
hosted by Nat D. Williams and Rufus Thomas at The Palace Theatre, 324 Beale Street, Memphis,
a location popular among the Afro-Americans.
Rufus Thomas was the leading deejay on WDIA radio, located at Union Avenue. At first the format
was a mix of hillbilly and popular music. The station did not do well until Nat D. Williams, a
syndicated columnist and high school teacher, started "Tan Town Jubilee" in October 1948. This
was the first radio program in the United States to specifically target black listeners and soon the
radio made a switch to all-black programming.
Known as The Mother Station of the Negroes, in June 1954 WDIA was licensed to increase its
power to 50,000 watts. Its powerful signal reached down into the Mississippi Delta’s dense AfricanAmerican population and was heard from South Missouri to the Gulf coast. WDIA was Memphis’ top
station with all black deejays such as David Mattis, Willa Monroe and Ford Nelson. B.B King made
his first records here in 1949 “Miss Martha King”/”When Your Baby Packs Up and Goes” (Bullet 309)
and “Got the Blues”/”Take A Swing With Me” (Bullet 315).
Eddie and his Western Swing Band took a steady job at The Hi-Hat Dinner Club, located at 2991
Highway 61 - Memphis. It was a higher class joint and after a while the owners wanted to institute
a classier policy of entertainment featuring waltzes and popular music. Eddie quickly understood the
need to have a singer in his band who could sing the pop stuff as well as up-tempo and dance tunes.
Around May 1953, Elvis sang quite a few times with the band thanks to Ronald Smith, but the club’s
“board of directors” threatened to fire the whole band if that snaky-lookin’ fella stayed around.
Nevertheless, it seems Elvis was called back a few times to join the band at other locations even
after he had recorded his first sides. Late 1954, while Eddie was playing in Hernando (Mississippi),
probably at the VFW Hall, Elvis came and asked to play both sides of his new record on stage. Eddie
agreed and asked Fuller Todd to loan his brand new Gibson bought for $200 to Elvis who sang
“That’s All Right“ and “Blue Moon of Kentucky“. Elvis gave the guitar back to Fuller with scratches
on the body and two broken strings and that’s why Fuller remembers well that first meeting with
Elvis.

To be continued...
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Charity Begins Away From Home
The memoirs of a charity shopaholic
One day recently I was looking for a pair of drainpipe jeans to go with
my teddy boy gear. As you can imagine, these are hard to find now.

By Neil Foster

I saw a likely-looking pair on a model in the window of an upmarket clothes shop and walked in to
enquire about the price. “£100, sir”, said the assistant. I slumped to the floor in shock and when I
had recovered, explained that I was unable to get a mortgage as I was still trying to clear off
thousands of pounds worth of debts (true). He didn’t laugh.
The next day (Sunday) I visited a car-boot sale here in St Helens, Merseyside and found two pairs
of almost-new drainpipe jeans. The price: £1 each!
This is an example of the fantastic bargains one can find in charity shops/car boot sales. For years
now, I have been raiding these places like a ravenous magpie and have saved thousands of pounds
on clothes, shoes, bric a brac, and countless other items, particularly books.
I recently bought a clutch of reference books: large dictionaries, encyclopaedias, a general
knowledge compendium, and a massive, concrete slab of a book about cars, including my favourite
Yank tanks i.e. 1950s American automobiles. The price: £1 again. (Original cost: probably £20. And
in mint condition, too!)
Of course, it is easy to go overboard with this hobby and the last time my brother helped me to move
house, he told me that he had found 50(!) wallets, none containing any money. I had become
addicted to buying things just for the sake of buying. Still, that was better than my other hobby:
alcoholism! I gave this up a year ago after I was mugged on Lime Street station, after some local
villains had noticed me staggering about, after consuming gallons of Guinness. They tried to drag
me into their car but I was rescued by some public-spirited citizens, who fought them off.
I stopped drinking just in time - my short-term memory has practically gone but at least I am still
alive… I am reminded of the Ronnie Hawkins joke: “I spent most of my money on drink and women
- the rest I wasted!”
Early in the morning, I put on my running shoes and start my tour of the shops. It is not long before
one learns which ones are the cheapest or the best-stocked for certain things. Since I have my bus
pass, travel is free, so I range over a huge area while searching. There is always the thrill of the
chase and the excitement when I discover a rare or interesting find.
I spend more time in some charity shops than the assistants (most of whom are part-time) do! I am
also studying for the “Charity Shop Customer of the Decade” award. However, some of the shops
have told me that they are sick of seeing my ugly mug popping up on their CCTV and they suspect
that I am an eccentric millionaire who will one day open the largest charity shop in the world (50
storeys high with a helicopter pad), selling everything from burkas, saris and kimonos at one end to
second-hand SCUD missiles at the other, and everything in between. It will even sell used charity
shops!
Of course, commercial businesses often resent charity shops, which they regard as unfair
competition, since they don’t have to pay for their stock. However, charity shops have problems with
commercial collecting organisations which pick up bags of donated clothes etc. left outside houses
and then sell them on to Third World countries for huge profits. Customers are always advised to
deliver the bags to the shops themselves to avoid such despicable scams.
Members of the public often complain about the proliferation of charity shops in our city centres and
my local paper is devoting quite a lot of space at the moment to pro- and anti- arguments.
As for me, I remain non-committal. I have no time to take part in such discussions as I am running
for the bus, a “Wants” list tucked into my back pocket!
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Etta James (bless her heart) said ‘all music is the blues’. I don’t entirely agree with her but working
under this remark gives me a lot of leeway.
This article is not going to cover those who died (this magazine does this excellently elsewhere), the
history of early blues (better people than I have covered this) or a gig list (I’m writing this way too
early for that) nor will it be ground breaking. I’m just going to lightly touch a few personal topics which
can relate to the Blues and Rhythm & Blues.
I’m a great lover of lists and in future articles will be looking at these from a Blues perspective.
Have you ever thought how amazing it is when, at a Blues or similar gig, a guest
musician is invited up and sits in playing as if he’s been a member of the band for years? Well that’s
because, once he knows the key, the basic chord sequence is known because, I would guess that,
more than 80% of Blues, R& B, and R & R is in the 12 bar blues format.
Put simply, this is four beats in one bar, twelve bars in total, which equal 48 beats. If you are not, in
the slightest, a musician but you love your ‘beat’ music, this is 48 nods of the head before the next
verse or sequence starts again. NRBQ, the American pop/rock/R & B/Blues/Comedy band and one
of my favourites wrote a song, ‘12 Bar Blues’, and a verse counts the bars through it. Wonderful stuff
and nonsense!
My love of Blues is caused by my love of this format. When I was six years old my Dad (a very good
dance band pianist/reader of music and organist,) decided I should learn the piano so lessons
started but when I was 15 I had found the strict and boring material very hard work. Then I heard
‘Whole lotta shaking goin’ on’ by Jerry Lee Lewis and, using the record, taught myself that boogie
left hand (thanks to all my boring classical training) and then I was off. It was a 12 Bar Blues
sequence and it introduced me to a wealth of popular and R’n’R tunes. My record collection
developed, mostly to work out the style of playing and mostly because they were 12 Bar Blues. I
now wanted to work backwards to find out from where this great and simple music developed. It
was, of course, the Blues (to be continued).
My favourite 12 bar Blues at the moment is ‘High Heeled Sneakers’ by Tommy Tucker, recorded as
a demo.
My developing tastes have moved a great deal. I joined a Skiffle
group in 1955 (playing Blues without knowing it) and we gigged successfully around my area as ‘The
Sons of Fred’. I then joined a rock band in 1959 and in some clubs we needed ‘stock fillers’ and a
Blues artist who our drummer loved was Jimmy Reed so we did a lot of his material. I liked what I
heard so from time to time I bought an LP of Blues artists and by the time CDs arrived I was
researching lots of Blues artists. In 1993 a fortnightly magazine started, ‘The Blues Collection’. With
a CD in each edition, each magazine was devoted to a single artist or genre. It ran for 90 issues. I
still have them all and all the CDs. In order to sell the series, some of the early issues included
Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley and Fats Domino. So was this Blues? Of course it was, in the form of
Rhythm & Blues. I am now a lover of contemporary Blues and R & B so future writings will be more
about this wider style of Blues.
There is not much Blues here. There is the excellent Paul Jones on BBC Radio 2
Mondays at 7pm and that’s about all. There used to be a show called True Blues run by Euron
Griffith on BBC Radio Wales which I found on my computer and it was very good. There are
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American Blues programmes through the Internet but I’ve yet to find one that holds my attention for
long.
Two great British publications are Blues Matters and Blues In Britain. I would definitely
recommend these to any Blues fans. Blues Matters, a handy A5 size has great reviews and
interviews. Blues In Britain has an excellent and very full gig list which is indispensable for live Blues.
I am on holiday in Brittany at the time of writing and most of my recommended books are
back in the UK. I don’t read Biographies but, as I have said, I like lists. I have a little handbook, one
of the Rough Guide publications called (I think) A Rough Guide to 100 Blues artists’ best recordings.
It was cheap and excellent and I’ve used it a few times to purchase.
Surprisingly there are quite a lot available but I am a listener not a watcher so I don’t have
many and rarely watch them. However I did pick up cheaply, through Amazon, the 7CD Box Set
‘Martin Scorsese presents The Blues, a musical journey’. It really does leave you wanting more. I
particularly liked the 7th ‘Piano Blues’ directed by Clint Eastwood. This set also includes over 3
hours of extra material not shown in the original TV series.
Of the millions available, it is difficult to choose one which would make a good starting point
for someone dipping their wick in the Blues. Here I suggest again the Martin Scorsese box set which
has 4 CDs packed with all sorts of Blues (this is entirely different to the above DVD). CD1 starts near
the beginning of Blues and moves through time and CDs until CD4 which has the latest stuff. I like
CD4 the best but it’s a great collection.
At my age (three score years and ten+) I have hundreds of mainly
American Blues and, similar to buying pop records, I play them less and less over the years.
However, I never get tired of some of the artists, Leadbelly, for example and on the other side of the
coin I haven’t enjoyed Muddy Waters for some time. I listen on my Ipod which has over 20,000 tunes
on it and I’ve set it to play on a random pattern and I find myself surprised how fresh an old artist
sounds when he/she comes on it for a single track. There is no doubt that some artists have a lasting
sound and I enjoy the Allman Brothers Band in this category and have most of their material.
How do I find new blues? The radio is probably the best but there isn’t much
to listen to. I avidly read reviews in the Blues magazines and have favourite reviewers in them which
I trust and if a 5 star rating is given then I sometimes take the risk. I saw a review in Blues Matters
on the 2nd album by Cherry Lee Mewis and her band which wrote that she might well become
Britain’s Bonnie Raitt (I have everything of hers) so I bought it, loved it, looked at some poor videos
on U-tube and booked her for one of my recent Birthday parties. She had a great voice, performed
well, a great band and nearly all the 170 guests there thought so too. She gave me her first album
(also very good) and a tee shirt (which my wife wears because I am XXXL!).
I can’t drive at the moment but a good friend took me to Aylesbury’s Limelight
to see Marcus Malone, a good Blues singer and fair guitarist but his lead guitarist Stewart Dixon just
blew us all away.
Finally,
A track from a Blues in Britain’s 5 star rated ‘I’ve Got My Own
Hell To Raise’ by Bettye La Vette. I saw her at the Jazz Café and her Blues set with tinges of soul
and jazz was worth looking for other CDs by her. She’s been going for years and you can hear why.
David Parker
I just read that COB records in Bangor recently closed. Started in 1979
following the success of its sister shop in Porthmadog (still open but for how long?), it specialised in
old Vinyl and CDs. I bought quite a bit from COB and this now reduces the independent record
shops in Wales from 5 to 4. COB’s Owen Hughes said online sales, music downloads and falling
CD sales meant the shop was no longer viable. My HMV shop in Aylesbury also closed but I won’t
miss their expensive selections.
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Technicolor Teds
I enjoyed ‘Shakin’ Tony Papard’s article last issue, ‘Teddy Boys And Related
Cults’, agreeing with his conclusion that Teds then did not only wear dark and
muted colour drape suits. I became aware of Teds as they replaced the cosh
boy in the tabloids and on the BBC, seeing them for the first time during the
summer of ’54 when, as a 13 year old, I visited with my parents and near to
us was Barry Island fun fair. There, massed around a juke box playing Frankie
Lane, Johnny Ray etc. and far more importantly Bill Haley and the Comets’
’Shake Rattle And Roll’, dressed mainly in black and charcoal grey drapes,
were teddy boys and girls, both sexes with string ties. Also many were
adorned with leopard skin collars and cuffs.
Apart from red drape jackets - and Tommy Miller a guitarist with a red drape
suit - I only recall one other Ted in a bright, light drape. Terry Davies from
Barry was magnificent as a tall, very well built guy with major blonde swept
back hair and a powder blue drape suit. He was a Ted with pride and
dressed like this when I last saw him.
This was after a night at Cogan youth club where and when I first heard Johnny
Kidd’s ‘Please Don’t Touch’ and ‘Growl’. The night saw tension between a group of around 20
youngsters from the nearby GPO training school, the locals and Terry and his three Ted mates. It
looked like a confrontation was unavoidable, so my local pals were very vocal in their support for
Terry and the Teds.
That was until we got outside when the cream of Penarth’s teens faded into the night and I found
myself alone with four Teds facing a score of angry youths. I can still see Ted Reggie Aspinalli
picking up two of the small milk bottles children used to have free in schools before Thatcher,
tucking one up each sleeve of his black velvet cuffed and collared overcoat. As we stepped out into
the night the GPO gang was at the end of the street. Terry told us to stay put and walked towards
them alone. Their leader and another walked to meet him whereupon Terry “put the nut” on said
leader, then dropped the other with a single punch. The rest turned and ran. The Teds walked home
with me to make sure no GPO regroupings found a solo target. In sight of my pad they split for the
railway station and I never saw any of them again.
So yes there were Teds and yes some did wear brightly coloured drapes.
Paul Barrett
Penarthsville (the last resort)
As a PS can I also refer to Andy Faber’s fantasy Tommy Steele article too.
Becoming aware of Rock’n’Roll during the summer of ’54, I bought the
NME and bugged Spillers record shop Cardiff. I subscribed to
Picturegoer and Picture Show magazines and saw every film with a
Rock’n’Roll content I could. I even bought, along with Bill, Gene,
Chuck, Joe, Fats etc. a couple of Tommy Steele records. I to this day
retain a fondness for ‘Rebel Rock’, ’Doomsday Rock’, ‘Teenage Party’
and ‘Caveman’.
However, I saw Tommy and the Steelmen in Cardiff in ‘57. Also on the
bill were the fabulous Freddy Bell and the Bells Boys. After seeing the
show I sold my Tommy Steele records and never bought another
because, even at my then tender age, I could tell Bell and the Boys
meant what they were doing. Thomas and his play acting jazzers were
at best unconvincing. Tommy got what he wanted and deserved it.
Leave him at the end of the pier.
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I really enjoyed reading the latest magazine. Can you tell me whether the intriguing story about
Tommy Steele doing Rock'n'Roll again is true? Presumably, the 'Bill' Andy Faber refers to is Bill
Kenwright?
If so, can you tell me roughly how long ago did the rehearsal and gig Andy described took place?
I saw Tommy Steele do a sort of rock routine with a
band at Birmingham in 1994. He said to the
audience, “Jot down your requests and I will do all
your Rock’n’Roll favourites in the second half".
Unfortunately, apparently few people obliged and
Tommy didn't do "Rock with the Caveman" or any of
his other Decca rockers. He did, however, do
"Singing the Blues" and "Little White Bull", also
"Johnny B. Goode" and I know he did beat music at
gigs occasionally in the sixties and seventies. I have
a cassette of a seventies gig at Paignton Festival
Theatre which includes a few bars of "Rock with the
Caveman".
I was also told by a musician friend in Birmingham that, after a show during the seventies or eighties,
he said to the musicians present, "Right, let's do some Rock’n’Roll" and an impromptu session
followed. I also recall him doing a hand jive routine to a rock medley on a televised Royal Variety
Show during the nineties. So I think he still retains some fondness for the music.
Best wishes.
Roger Arthur
Andy Faber responds;
My Dark side stories are based on the truth, although those who
know me also know that my truth occasionally only exists in the
tightly-packed space between my ears. The 'Bill' in the story was
definitely Bill Kenwright, but who knows about the gig, certainly
not me as I'd just been bashed by a bass. If you can tear
yourselves away from music for a while, you'd understand what
I mean by 'the truth' if you read a book I wrote called 'Bring Me
Sunshine', Definitely NOT about Eric
and Ernie, possibly about football
and definitely about two men with a
special bond, and with my take of
fact and fiction in evidence from start
to finish.
Now, what I will confirm is that the
latest Tale From The Dark Side is as
pukka as a lukewarm, tasteless pie,
and there will be a posse of Woodies
who could confirm its provenance,
because they were there!
Rock On
Andy Faber
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Letters
From
Snobbo
Manor

Snobbo Manor, Wiltshire

Lady Lobelia Snobbo

Dear Chavs (I believe that’s what they call the lower classes nowadays),
The most unfortunate event has occurred. A neighbouring mansion has been sold to some nouveauriche ‘singer’ (I use the term loosely) with absolutely no breeding, but awarding himself the bogus title
of Lord Boppingham. We were invited to their mansion-warming party, and Lord S. and myself of
course arrived dressed formally as one does on such occasions. My dears, you would not believe it! The
new owners and their other guests were attired in the most unsuitable manner.
The males wore some sort of adaptation of Edwardian style suits, but many in the most garish
colours. Scarlet, green and blue worn with awful string-ties usually seen in parts of the former
American colony. The most appalling shoes which I was told are used to creep around houses of illrepute. This footwear is sometimes replaced by something called ‘winkle-pickers’, goodness knows
where that expression originated. Someone told me a ‘winkle’ is a kind of working-class shellfish, but
as one only eats oysters in season one wouldn’t know. The shoes are accompanied by the most
dreadful socks in fluorescent pink, green and similar vulgar colours.
Some of the men wear common American clothing from the 1950s, called ‘rockabilly’ style I was told.
The women are no better, the ‘rockabilly’ ones dressed like collective farm women from one of the
former Communistic countries complete with headscarves tied round their hair, masculine-type
blouses and slacks, all far more suitable for driving tractors than for respectable social occasions. The
so-called ‘Edwardian’ women, when not attired in masculine suits, wear flared skirts printed in the
most vulgar manner with musical notes or pictures of awful ex-Colonials like Mr Elvis Presley. The
males often have those dreadful tattoos, but so too do some of the women. Debutantes they most
certainly are not! Of course this extreme bad taste and vulgarity, like the ‘music’ they play, originates
in the former transatlantic colony. Thank goodness we got rid of it centuries ago.
We now have these dreadful people as neighbours, their mansion being a mere five miles from Snobbo
Manor. They don’t even have a Rolls or a Bentley, preferring some appalling American contraption
which completely blocks the local Wiltshire country lanes. It is a ghastly sight with huge fin-like
attachments, the whole vehicle painted a bright pink! This vehicle pollutes the quiet of our beautiful
countryside with this noise they call music by such people as Screamin’ Jay Hawkins Esq., that other
bogus aristocrat Screamin’ Lord Sutch, Mr William Haley (responsible for wrecking many British
cinemas and theatres back in the 1950s,) and worst of all a certain Mr Gerald Leigh-Lewis who
screams at the top of his voice while destroying a beautiful pianoforte (stomping on the instrument
and kicking the keys with his cowboy boots we were informed) on a recording made at some dreadful
place called the Star-Club located in the red light district of Hamburg. Apparently this Mr Leigh-Lewis
is known for his ‘Great Balls of Fire’ and other melodies like ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On’ and a
scandalous private life made all too public. I was told all this (while trapped at that dreadful party) by
a follower of seven-times-married Mr Leigh-Lewis who had a fondness for firing guns indoors at
walls and doors, hitting unfortunate bass-players who got in the way. Dreadful behaviour typical of
Colonial subjects!
We made our hurried exit from this dreadful party when, realising we love classical compositions,
they played an absolutely appalling adaptation of Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite called ‘Nutrocker’
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by a Mr B. Bumble and his Stingers. James drove us home in the Rolls, but alas some of the highly
inebriated party-goers had painted some garish Communistic red flags with a blue St Andrew’s Cross
emblazoned with white stars on the sides! The Rolls had to be sent away to be restored to its former
condition. Disgraceful behaviour! Do these people have no respect for private property? Apparently not.
How on earth will we get rid of these appalling neighbours? One wonders if a one-way ticket to the
former American colony would tempt them to sell up? We could throw in a few ‘k’ so they could
purchase a more suitable shack amongst those dreadful hillbilly people. I saw a televisual documentary
about them once. Oh, it’s all so sordid and depressing; all they do is brew illegal liquor and get drunk it
seems. To have similar people as neighbours in Wiltshire is quite intolerable.
Yours artistocratically, a very distressed
Lady Lobelia Snobbo.
P.S. Lord Snobbo has just opened a letter from these appalling neighbours, see below! What shall we
do? They are threatening to come over here next month and cause mayhem. I must now retire to my
bed chamber, I feel a most dreadful migraine coming on.

Save yo’ Confederate Money, the South’s Gonna Rise Again!
Wotcha me ol’ Chinas,
You scarpered off pretty quick from our little shindig so I do hope you dig the jive and are not really the couple
of squares you look. Man, that jam jar of yours looked positively cube so we jazzed it up a little fer yer wiv some
Rebel Flags.
As you’ve got a bigger gaff us cats’n’chics thought we’d all come over next month, set up a stage in yer garden
and have a blast wiv some rockin’ bands like Furious and Crazy Cavan. The Teds will really dig tearing up the
lawns and smashing a few winders of yer posh gaff, it’ll be a right laugh!
What kinda act do you both do on stage? I quite dig your monicas, but cooler to call yerselves Lord and Lady
Bop or somefink, sounds hipper than this ‘Snobbo’ crap. I guess The Servants wot you mentioned are a pretty
hot backing group and that you’re sorta a cross between The Collins Kids, Lord Sutch and Lady Gaga? Way
out, daddio! We’ll have a blast.
Gotta get yerself some classic wheels like a 1958 Vauxhall Cresta if you can’t run to a genuine American Caddi.
The way you drove off in that square heap of junk wiv yer drummer dressed up like a chauffeur was a riot, but
that’s only good fer publicity and gigs, like Lord Sutch’s Rolls was. Gotta get a cool 1950s jam jar fer cruisin’
around ain’t ya?
So we’ll be over next month to set up the stage and the sound equipment for the 10 bands. It’ll be a riot thousands of Teds and rockabillies from all over Europe and Japan. Gonesville, man! Wear yer toff gear wiv
Henry in his topper and Lobby in her tiara, it’ll be a gas!
I leave you to lay on the grub. Fish’n’chips, hamburgers, hot dogs, a shellfish stall, maybe pie’n’mash? Nuffink
too fancy. Oh and plenty of booze. Gallons of beer, and bottles of whisky fer Cavan who like to down a bottle or
two while on stage. They’re a real classy act, you’ll dig ‘em!
Shake your booties, rattle those diamond necklaces and roll over Beethoven. We’re comin’ over to rock yer joint!
Rockin’ly yours,
Lord Boppingham of Rockville
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Brenda Boykin with Dave Thomas and his Ma Grinder Band
April 5th 2012, Shakedown Blues Juke Joint, Castor Village Hall, Northants
Brenda Boykin, with a bone through her nose and clutching a skull, screaming “Alligator Wine”, what
a sight eh? Well, maybe on her next visit to Castor. But what was staggering about this show last
Thursday, apart from the show being on a Thursday and in a village hall, was Brenda’s opening
number, most say the greatest rock and roll song ever recorded “Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On”.
Even rock and roll bands never open with this, close maybe. Of course you would expect the smart
Brenda to adopt the Big Maybelle version, right shade, right gender, right genre, but no, this was
kept pretty close to Jerry Lee’s in terms of lyrics, although if you took away the vocal you would never
guess the title, such was the improvisation. Among the chickens and the barns the sax was invited
to challenge the lady to a battle of the lungs, and then getting it down real low, with the same control
as the Ferriday blond bomber, it was an edge of the seat job before “Shake, shake, shake shake”
took the roof off.
Not a bad start to a jazz/blues evening.
The classic instrumental “Night Train,” with Dave Thomas and the Ma Grinder Band had previously
warmed up the stage, with Dave on vocals and guitar, Colin Watling tenor saxophone, Rick Hudson,
drums, Hugh Birkenhead, Hammond sounding Clavia Nord C2 Combo Organ and Joe Bernard bass
guitar.
Dave Thomas then pitched "Sweet Black Angel", a song he wrote in Cleveland, Ohio and features
on "Repossession Blues," his joint album with Coleman Wallace.
After Shakin’ I decided nothing could follow that, but on making my way to a date with the tea urn, I
heard Brenda tell Dave “to make like a train”. The ensuing refrain was familiar, and the opening lyric
even more so “Tr-a-i-n I Ride, 16 coaches long”. With apologies to the lady who took most of my cup
of tea in her lap I scuttled back to my seat; this song was no Mystery to me and is number two in my
most favourite rockers. Brenda is a one lady band in herself, and I had to grin when the saxman
stepped forward, only to be waved back by Brenda, informing him she was grunting a trumpet solo.
So after two Sun record label songs, boogie woogie maestro James Goodwin is called to the stage
and the band disappeared. Brenda decides she wants to do a low down blues, so on the recently
tuned old upright piano it was a nice change to get a stripped down version of the Chuck Willis Atlantic
label hit – “C. C. Rider”. Great applause for this.

Were all the rabbits out of the hat ? No siree, let’s have some rockin’ doo-wop. Now this was truly
great. With the emphasis on Slick Nick the drummer, a great and unusual version of “At My Front
Door”, the Eldorados classic. If I had a hat I would have handed it to Rick. Hold on what about the
Specialty label? No problem, and “Slippin’ and Slidin’” which would have entertained Little Richard.
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Passing the credit to Johnny Ace, “Pledging My Love” slowed things down a little from 5th to 4th
gear and then back up again to overdrive with “Big Fine Mama”. Approaching Easter, Brenda decided
we needed some gospel, and accompanied just with Rick who had not hit a wrong note all night, we
had the most “Amazing Grace” and then a rhumba arrangement of “Sweet Home Chicago”
Dave earned his own spot when Brenda left the stage in the last set, and on his Fender left-handed
body, right-handed neck Fiesta Pink Stratocaster Custom Shop guitar (my seven years with Fender
taught me something) sang his own arrangement of the John Mayall song "We Had A Silly Quarrel".
I can’t remember which song closed the second set with Brenda doing a gyrating Elvis, but Joe
adlibbed with the opening bass riff to “T-R-O-U-B-L-E”. Brenda thought that was great and promised
“All Shook Up” to close the three set show. In fact she did not, but instead asked Joe again to do
four bars of the TROUBLE riff, then she did that song with a full pelvis thrusting, arms spinning,
knees a knocking imitation of the King.
The band had only 30 minutes rehearsal with Brenda, but had learned several tracks from her
Chocolate and Chili CD which she sang on the night: “Be My Lover”, “Chocolate and Chili” and “Hard
Swing Travelling Man”. The band really barbequed, and bassman Joe earned whoops of delights
when he went down on his knees, grinning from ear to ear. Similarly Barbara challenged Colin to a
battle of the saxes, with her vocal refrains not quite outdoing the intrepid saxman.
So would you identify this as a jazz/blues night ? The answer is actually yes. Chewing up the lyrics,
then spitting them out faster than a Chicago Tommy Gun, and getting so funky that often the back
beat came in first. If the set was an entry to the Olympics, Brenda would have won gold for Vocal
Gymnastics.
Brenda worked the band to a razzle dazzle frazzle, and how Dave survived being eaten alive is a
question I need to ask. Brenda uses the stage and musicians 100% to satisfy her demands, and she
had a ball. However maybe we saw a little too much of Brenda’s back as she was pushing the band
and joking with the individuals, and if the Cleo Lane scat style is not your thing, especially when
applied to classic rock and roll or rhythm and blues, then in the immortal words of Louis Jordan
“Beware Brother Beware.”
Ken Major (words/image)

The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Skip Pitts RIP
Word has come through of the death of Charles 'Skip' Pitts - famous for his wah wah guitar on Isaac
Hayes' Shaft - at the age of 65. It's only a few days ago that I heard of a benefit being held for him
in Memphis to help with his medical costs for cancer. And it's only six months since I saw him play
with the Bo-Keys at the Ponderosa Stomp when he looked well
and was in good form (see photo). Sadly his death means that
we will be deprived of his excellent guitar work at this year's
Porretta Soul Festival where the Bo-Keys are scheduled to play.
Born in Washington, Skip played on Gene Chandler's Rainbow
'65 before joining Wilson Pickett's band. He worked with Isaac
Hayes for many years and also played on many Stax records
by Rufus Thomas, the Soul Children and others. He has toured
with the Bo-Keys extensively since its formation in 1998.
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Lee Fields - Islington Assembly Hall, April 3, 2012
It seems that retro soul has quite a following these days. The Islington
Assembly Hall was crowded last night with a mostly young audience enjoying
the very sixties style soul of Lee Fields and his band the Expressions. Like
Sharon Jones and Charles Bradley with Daptone, Lee has recorded a couple
of retro soul albums of original material in the last few years for the Truth and
Soul label - Faithful Man and My World. But he is a soul survivor whose first
recording was back in the sixties and who had a hit called Let's Talk It Over in
the seventies, so he can lay claim to being the genuine article.
His act is a high energy cross between Otis Redding and James Brown and most of his numbers
were upbeat soul songs, but with a few slower songs included to give him a chance to cool down a
bit. His set included Still Hanging On, Ladies, Wish You Were Here, Money Is King, Who Do You
Love, You're The Kind Of Girl, Faithful Man, Honey Dove and, as an encore, Love Comes and Goes
(check out the YouTube clip) - all from the two recent albums. The crowd loved him - there was a
young very tall long haired guy in front of me who couldn't keep still (bastard!) and you can see why
he's popular. His is authentic sixties style soul and it's as if the decade never ended and Otis lived
on.
Dirty Robbers - The Boiler Room, Guildford, March 30, 2012
Many thanks to Dave Williams for inviting me along to
his birthday gig at the Boiler Room in Guildford. It was
an excellent evening and the band, the Dirty Robbers,
were exceptional. Featuring guitarist and vocalist
Oliver Darling, formerly with Mike Sanchez, and
boogie woogie piano player Matt Empson, who played
the role of Jerry Lee Lewis in the West End production
of the Million Dollar Quartet, theirs was a varied set
ranging from rock and roll (Slow Down, Nothin'
Shaking, Sweet Little Sixteen, Ruby Baby and a great
Runaround Sue) to blues (Love Me With A Feeling,
The Walk, Shame Shame Shame) with some T Bone
Walker guitar work and Jerry Lee styled piano thrown in for good measure.
Despite their name, these are four clean cut guys who wear matching striped robber T shirts and
white Chelsea boots. They really rocked and I look forward to catching them again. They have a
track out called Going Fucking Nowhere, but I don't think this applies in their case. I think they could
be around for a while. Thanks again to 'Da Chairman' Dave for an excellent gig. I know John
Spencely, who was with me, picked up a few ideas.
Andrew Love RIP
The Vinyl Word raises a glass to Andrew Love, tenor saxophone player, one half of the Memphis
Horns and a key player on numerous great Stax sides by the likes of Otis Redding, Rufus Thomas,
Sam and Dave and many others, who has died aged 70.
The Memphis Horns were central to the Stax sound and the band emerged from the Mar-Keys, who
had one of the first Stax hits with Last Night. Along with trumpeter Wayne Jackson, he featured on
such great Memphis recordings as Dock Of The Bay, Soul Man, Hold On I’m Comin’, Try A Little
Tenderness, Think, Born Under A Bad Sign, Mustang Sally, Land Of 1000 Dances and Knock On
Wood.
After Stax the Memphis Horns recorded for Hi, including Al Green's Let's Stay Together, and backed
numerous other artists, including Elvis Presley, Neil Diamond and James Taylor. In recent years I
saw the Memphis Horns, including Love and Jackson, at Porretta a number of times and without fail
they produced the authentic Stax sound. In February of this year they received a Lifetime
Achievement Award but by this time Love, who had been suffering from Alzheimer's, was too unwell
to attend.
Nick Cobban
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Having failed to get a free review copy of Ben Sandmel’s new book ‘Ernie
K-Doe – The R & B Emperor of New Orleans’ I ordered the book from
Amazon. And it was worth the price. It’s probably the best book about my
favourite musical style, New Orleans R & B, since John Broven’s ‘Walking
To New Orleans’ of 1974. And, with the benefit of nearly four further
decades of research into the subject, it shines a fresh light on those
exciting early days, as well as telling the remarkable tale of Ernie K-Doe’s
rise to stardom with his number one hit Mother In Law, his fall, literally, into the gutter and his
re-emergence, with support from his new wife Antoinette, towards the end of his life.
Ernie was dismissed by many as a garrulous clown, a braggart and a has-been. But for me he
summed up what makes New Orleans so special. It’s been said that New Orleans is not really part
of the USA but a different country. And its musical heritage is something very special and unlike
anywhere else. Ernie came from a poor family and had little education. But he had a self-confidence
that outweighed his talent and which helped him maximise his opportunities until drink took its toll.
He performed with all the major New Orleans R & B artists including Irma Thomas, Art and Aaron
Neville, Robert Parker and Jessie Hill. After Mother In Law made it big, with vital input from Allen
Toussaint and Benny Spellman, he believed that he was truly the greatest and even took on James
Brown in a head to head music event. The hits dried up and his fortunes faded, but he stayed in New
Orleans and raised his profile during the 1980s as an outrageous DJ on local radio station WWOZ.
I remember reading that he would be appearing at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival in
1989 and that prompted me to make the first of many visits to the Big Easy. At Jazzfest K-Doe
appeared to be the worse for wear and had to be almost dragged from the stage by Milton Batiste
at the end of his set, but his voice was still pretty good with his familiar ‘ack-ack’ interjections and
there was no doubting his enthusiasm. In subsequent years I saw him a number of times, including
several visits to his Mother In Law Lounge where Antoinette attempted to keep him under control,
with limited success. By now he had proclaimed himself ‘Emperor of the World’. On one occasion
John Howard and I chatted to him as he sat rather bleary eyed on his ‘throne’ and he performed an
homage to Jerry Butler for the whole of his act - in a near-deserted club.
Towards the end of his life he seemed much sharper and more focused. I met him for the last time
in 2000 when he was with Antoinette on his way to do a radio interview and he seemed smart and
sober. He had by now become the New Orleans legend that he always imagined he should be,
having worked with several young bands in the city, and his death the following year was a major
event. His fame lived on with his widow commissioning a life sized mannequin which took pride of
place in the Mother In Law Lounge, visited various venues and functions in the city and even
half-jokingly stood for mayor after the disaster of Katrina and its aftermath. Antoinette died on Mardi
Gras 2009 and her daughter wasn’t able to keep the club going. I was one of a group of Woodies
from the UK who met up at the lounge for a final farewell organised by local Woodie Armand St
Martin in 2010 and the club closed its door finally in December of that year.
Ben Sandmel’s book brings Ernie’s life and times to vivid life and I found it an enjoyable and
unputdownable read. Ernie was larger than life, He was a drunk for much of the time, but he was
possessed with quite a bit of talent, and probably truly believed his claims to greatness. Mother In
Law, he said, was one of only two songs that would last forever - the other being Star Spangled
Banner. It’s doubtful whether he could have survived and eventually prospered anywhere else other
than in New Orleans. His catchphrases, such as ‘Burn K-Doe Burn’, will be long remembered in the
city. And even though his Mother In law Lounge has now closed he will not be forgotten, as he was
one of the true characters of New Orleans.
Nick Cobban
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Bear Family has issued a whole lot of Johnny's
sides on CDs (Up Through The Years, The
Outtakes, Traveling Cash) or box sets (The Man
in Black Vol 1 to 3, Come Along and Ride This
Train) made the choice to celebrate J. R. Cash’s
80th birthday with a new digipack. A large part,
if not all the Sun and Columbia sides being
already available, Richard Weize and his crew
made the choice to pick two live TV/radio
recordings. These two broadcasts come with a
stunning booklet displaying rare and never seen
studio pictures from 1955 to 1958, some being
in colour.
The first show was recorded at Bradley's
Quonset Hut in Nashville, for the TV show
“Country Style USA” hosted by Charlie
Applewhite, previously a regular singer on the
Milton Berle TV Show who recorded for Decca.
While in the US Army from 1956 to 1958,
Charlie hosted numerous shows for the US
Army Recruiting Service. Go Go Army and grow! These recording were broadcast by more than
1875 radio stations in the USA but also as far as Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Guam.
Johnny sings the warm up song Stay All Night, Stay A Little Longer with Marshall Grant and Luther
Perkins. Next are There You Go and Give My Love To Rose before Carolee Cooper goes on White
Silver Sands backed by a steel guitar player and the Tennessee Two. Carolee, daughter of Wilma
Lee and Stoney Cooper, wed Jimmie Rodgers Snow, at sixteen in March 1958. I don't have a date
for that recording but it's very probably late 1957 'cause Johnny Cash delivers both sides of his Sun
279 released in August 1957. Home Of The Blues is the last song before closing time with Johnny,
Charlie Applewhite and Carolee going on Stay All Night. This 13 minutes long show was included
in the DVD “Country Style USA – Season 2” issued by Bear Family in 2007.
The second show, running for 10 minutes, is a “Country Music Time” performance recorded in
Hollywood probably late 1959. Another recording made to promote the US Army and in that special
case the US Air Force. Hosted by Sergeant Tom Daniels, attached to the US Armed Force Network
(AFN) that broadcast as far as Europe and Pacific, Johnny Cash delivers I Got Stripes and Pickin’
Time, two songs cut for Columbia.
Next to guest Johnny Western who goes on Ten Years, written by Jack Clement, issued in October
1959 also on Columbia. Very nice country song with piano and strong backing. The show ends with
a short rendition of Swing Low Sweet Chariot first issued on Johnny’s LP “Hymns By” (Columbia CL
1284) in 1959.
Last but not least, the William Speers pictures taken in his Memphis studio are stunning. For the
vinyl addicts, a 180 grs special issue was made available on April 15, 2012. Pick the one you like
and enjoy handsome J. R. Cash live.

Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
April 4, 2012
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Nowhere to Run
DJs Double Agent 7
The Globe, 103 Talbot Road, Notting Hill, W11 2AY
2230 hrs to 0230 hrs.
Images & Article, Tony Annis, Portobelloland
Great late night bohemian basement place to jump
and jive and then you know you’re still alive and
you’re rocking to the DJs Jon & Karey, with their
excellent vinyl 45s. Keith, the owner of the venue,
greets you at the door and then you make your way
down some steep stairs that remind me of the 2is
entrance in those bygone days in the fifties.
Coming into this exciting, small, cosy club bar you
are greeted by the lovely Sabira, who takes over this
place on every first Wednesday of the month, to
encourage jiving to great Rock’n’Roll music.
Entrance free before 23.30 hrs, the beer not cheap
but the atmosphere great, and I immediately saw
Henry and his wife giving an excellent
demonstration of jiving.
Some of the tracks played that sum up the fun of this
night.
I Love You - Elton Anderson. Stormin’ sax Rock'n'Roller, impossible not to move to.
Lula - Mike Robinson. Pumping rhythm and blues with a killer hook.
My Man - Dolly Cooper. A great rocking jiver with a soaring vocal.
Big Ten Inch - Bullmoose Jackson. A swingtastic beauty.
That Mellow Saxophone - Roy Montrell. Superb jump blues to make you bop till u drop.
The jive club has only been open a couple of times
and though it gets crowded and has a very mixed
age group in the audience; the hope is more jivers
turn up to dig this cool place in the heart of
Portobelloland. Next time I’m taking my friend,
Carole ‘Queen of Jive’ because it is quite impossible
not to want to hit the
floor and as yet not
enough of the many
groovy chicks who go
there know how to
jive.
See you there or be
square –
Later Gators.
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As part of the TFTW house band, I’ve had the pleasure of working
with Graham a fair few times. A consummate live performer who is
always prepared to move away from the ‘same old, same old’ song
choices – those at Halstead will recall his blistering version of
Skeets McDonald’s ‘Heart Breakin’ Mama’. What people won’t
know was that it wasn’t in the set list, but we messed around with it
during a very relaxed rehearsal and he felt comfortable enough to
drop it in. Whereas most artists will stick to the over-performed
Cochran 45’s, Graham picked ‘Rock and Roll Blues’ and if you’re
going to do Vince Taylor surely ‘Brand New Cadillac’ or ‘Right
Behind You Baby’? No let’s do Vince’s arrangement of ‘Whatcha
Gonna Do’.
This is pretty much the best way to introduce Graham’s CD, which has been out for a while but
hasn’t been reviewed within the TFTW mag. The CD is testament to Graham’s love of rock and roll
and he isn’t scared to cover songs which may not appear obvious choices.
On the CD you have out and out Rock’n’Roll - Chuck Berry’s ‘Dear Dad’ (again not a run of the mill
Berry cover) and Huelyn Duvall’s ‘Three Months To Kill’ alongside Country - a wonderful version of
Bobby Edwards’ ‘You’re The Reason’. I’ve loved the Edwards track since I heard it on the Rocker
Returns radio show when I was a kid and Graham makes a wonderfully faithful recreation. Mention
must go to the Western All-stars who provide very authentic backing throughout and contribute to a
fantastic CD.
So what else stands out? Well there’s the Vince Taylor / Chuck Willis / Ronnie Hawkins cracker
‘Whatcha Gonna Do’ and Elvis Presley’s ‘Give Me the Right’ - both of which he performed live at the
Borderline show last year. He does a great version of Peter Jay’s RGM recording ‘Just Too Late’
which sank without trace when Joe Meek released it on Triumph in ’60. Rodney Crowell’s ‘Standing
on a Rock’ moves like the clappers and is probably the highlight of the CD for me, along with James
Intveld’s ‘Crying Over You’. The title track, a cover of the Jets, is simply great too.
All in all it’s a wonderful CD which proves, 33 years after ‘Rockabilly Rebel’, Mr Fenton can still put
out top quality product. Rock on mate.
John Spencely

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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I attended this very interesting film and Q & A session at the Cinema
Museum in Kennington (not an easy place to find). I was disappointed
to see no other Woodies there that I recognized, though a man I
spoke to had been to the last 2is gig at the Borderline.
The film was very long, divided into two parts, and traced Willie's life,
or rather Charlie's as his real name is Charlie Harris, from birth to
© Paul Harris
more or less the present day. It includes stories about the War years
when he was a child, and one horrific incident when a plane machine-gunned children on the
opposite side of the street to where Charlie/Willie was walking.
The 2is Coffee Bar is naturally featured, and some great clips of Willie in the 1950s, 1960s and more
recently. There were clips of him performing at the 2is Reunion at the 100 Club some years back,
with John Hills on guitar! Keith Woods' name came up in the credits, presumably because of these
clips.
In the film and at the Q & A session afterwards, Willie put down his lack of more success due to bad
management, inappropriate backing group, and the fact he was promoted as a comedy act rather
like Screamin' Lord Sutch, rather than focus on his great singing voice. He felt the pink hair and
funny costumes prevented people taking him seriously as a singer. However he enjoyed quite a bit
of success, especially in Italy where he appeared in two films and was known as 'the leopard man'
because of his leopard-skin costume used in his Neil Sedaka 'I Go Ape' cover.
I particularly liked the clips of Willie singing things like 'Green Green Grass Of Home' and other
ballads, which showed off his great singing voice. Also there were great clips of his cabaret act,
including a mad professor and other characters.
A very interesting 'rockumentary' and at the Q & A session later there were some knowledgeable
questions from people who obviously knew at least as much about 1950s/1960s British pop music
as they did about cinema history. So we had questions about Joe Meek, Larry Parnes, etc. even
though Willie was never actually produced or managed by them. He said if he had been, or even by
Don Arden, he'd have been more successful.
He talked about his year in the Army doing National Service in the catering corps, though mostly he
said he skived off from the cookery lessons, and eventually got himself invalided out.
Willie sold quite a few of his CDs to the largely middle-class
film-going audience, probably more than he's sold at most of his
gigs where a lot of fans already have some of his CDs.
A very enjoyable afternoon/early evening, and the Cinema Museum
is a place I'd like to have more time to explore sometime. Perhaps
a destination for the Thursday group? Often films are shown there
as well.
I did get lost on my way out. It is quite a walk from the Elephant and
Castle, only one bus going really near (the 196), so coming out I
headed for the green dome of the Imperial War Museum (formerly
Bedlam, the psychiatric institution). Unfortunately there was no way
through and I ended up a bus ride away from the route I needed to
get home. One of those out-of-the-way places where everybody
else seemed to arrive by car!
Tony Papard

© Paul Harris
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A Personal Perspective

b

Much of what we take for granted about the world we live in has evolved from apparently random and
unrelated events which, with the benefit of hindsight, may be revealed as a “chain of causality”. Taking
one step back we are able to gain some perspective, but it can still be difficult to imagine that things
might have happened differently, even more so when you have an emotional connection to the events,
as I do in respect of much of what I am about to say.
If we consider the beginnings of rock music from an English perspective there are some clear examples
of such a chain. There can be few, if any, British musicians of my generation who would not
acknowledge a huge debt to Lonnie Donegan. Lonnie celebrated American roots music in the form of
what we then called “Skiffle” and started the journey for many of us (John Lennon included). Then there
was the 2is Coffee Bar in London, where many a teenage boy with a guitar began his apprenticeship in
the ´50s. Some were to become England’s first home-grown Rock’n’Roll stars. The wonderful Mr.
Donegan and the 2is are links without which there might well have been no English Rock’n’Roll story to
tell. Then came Hamburg, Germany.
I am admittedly close to the “German Connection” which began in the early 1960s, because I was there.
I shall nevertheless attempt some sort of objectivity! In a “chain of causality” each link is pivotal. Put
simply, if any one event had not happened – and that link were thus removed, our world would be very
different indeed.
The opening of the Star Club in Hamburg in 1962 was
something which was to have world altering consequences.
I would suggest that it was precisely at this point that
popular culture in the Western world was forever changed,
even if the true source of those changes has been lost in
the mists of time and forgotten by many people today, and
in the case of young people was probably never known.
To “set the record straight” and for posterity, here is a brief
chronology. While it is historically accurate, I trust you will
allow that the background colour and conclusions drawn
are my own. Regarding my conclusions, let me attempt to
persuade you:
This is a story which has a most unlikely hero. “Hero” is
perhaps not the right word. We should better say “initiator”,
for whatever the man in question may have been, intrepid
and windswept he was not!
His name was Manfred Weißleder. Manfred was a
prominent figure in the world of strip clubs, sex cinemas etc. The sex business had long flourished in the
St. Pauli district of Hamburg, as it does to this day. Ordinarily that is how his life would have remained,
but Manfred was a competitive business man. His arch rival, Peter Eckhorn had opened the “Top Ten”
club in the Reeperbahn, featuring British and German rock groups. Weißleder would certainly have
wanted to go one better. His was not a dream to change world culture for generations to come (which is
what eventually happened) but a business plan to bring the great Rock’n’Roll stars from America to
Germany. The plan succeeded.
“One off” concerts were one thing, but none before him had presented such shows on a nightly basis.
He was certainly attracted to the music, but I feel sure that this was no more or less than an audacious
and inspired business move on his part. He completely renovated a run-down cinema at 39 Große
Freiheit, turning it into what became the Star Club. And the stars came.
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The famous red curtains opened on Ray Charles, Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Everly Brothers, Fats
Domino, Bo Diddley, Brenda Lee, Jerry Lee Lewis, Gene Vincent… in fact, aside from Elvis Presley (who
never worked outside of America), all the big ones came to perform. Manfred immediately realised that
he needed to supplement his array of American talent with high quality performers closer to home.
Where could one find good Rock’n’Roll bands in Europe? The answer was of course England.
Tony Sheridan came; Kingsize Taylor came; Roy Young came; most famously of all the Beatles came
to play as did bands from London, Scotland and throughout the British Isles. It is fair to say that Liverpool
dominated however. Some believe there was an affinity because both cities are great ports. I have no
idea, but there were a significant number of bands from Liverpool playing the club at that time. Indeed
when the Beatles began their meteoric ascent the “Liverpool sound” was a phrase often bandied around,
and the Star Club, and the Cavern in Liverpool were often cited as the places where this originated. I
believe that when the Liverpool groups returned to their home town their young audiences referred to
them as having the “Hamburg Sound”!
All of the bands playing in Hamburg, together with the young people who packed the Star Club every
night were united in one cause. We loved Rock’n’Roll. This was OUR music. The music and the
extraordinary energy in Hamburg did more, in my opinion, to heal the wounds and trauma of the war,
which, only a generation ago, had divided Germany and England. The feeling among young people in
Germany and England back then was very similar. We had inherited a depressed and grey post-war
world which seemed to exclude us, when suddenly Rock’n’Roll had burst into our lives. The new world
was in Technicolor and we had CinemaScope vision!
We young musicians playing the Star Club were doing what we loved; channelling extraordinary
electricity and learning Rock’n’Roll Alchemy on the Hamburg stage. There was an undeniable frisson of
something special happening which everyone could sense, but I do not believe that many of us dreamt
that we were part of something quite so big - and none could have anticipated what was to come.
The Beatles opened the gates for many British bands in America, and thereby began a process which
eventually re-introduced them to their own greatest musical treasure: the blues (where so much of
Rock’n’Roll comes from. Add a little dash of country - and the dish is cooked). This was, in the main, the
music of the South. The black blues artistes had been marginalised in the U.S. but were now being
championed by British bands - the Rolling Stones being perhaps the obvious standard bearers. When
the band were asked during their first U.S. tour “What would you most like to do now that you are here?”
they said “We want to see Muddy Waters”. The interviewer replied “Oh, where is that?” - a clear
indication of just how obscure this music had become in America at that point. Aside from dedicated
musicologists such as Alan Lomax this music was all but forgotten by the majority of Americans. Lomax
contributed extensively to the Library of Congress archives (and also collected much “white” folk music
from the Appalachian mountains etc.) A direct consequence of the so called “British Invasion” of America
is that great blues artistes found a new white European audience and the wider recognition they
deserved. Most would go on to receive much deserved respect from American audiences, both black
and white - but not quite yet. Most played the so called “Chitlin Circuit”, which consisted of black clubs
and juke joints across America, predominantly in the South. It should be remembered that Ike and Tina
Turner played to large appreciative audiences in Europe while the Chitlin Circuit remained the mainstay
of their work in the U.S. Even (the Phil Spector produced) “River Deep Mountain High” failed to ignite in
the States, but was of course, a massive hit in Europe.
Young British musicians, such as John Mayall, Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck were totally immersed in the blues
form. Racism was rampant in America and all too often in the “pop” world there were toned down
“acceptable” versions of songs originally recorded by black
artistes performed by squeaky clean white boys for the college
kids who were buying “pop” music. Awful records they were too,
for the most part. My twin sister loved Pat Boone records. He
was squeaky clean cut, smooth, good looking, heart throb
material. I was fanatical about the Little Richard originals. Why
couldn´t she hear the difference?
Before the great Civil Rights movement began and Martin
Luther King so hugely influenced events (and paid with his life
as did many others), a significant example of respect among
people from all ethnic backgrounds was to be found in
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musicians. It had always been so. Indeed I have never come across racism among musicians - only a
shared love for the music.
In America during the 1950s and 1960s records by black artistes were referred to as “race” records.
Berry Gordy, who started Motown Records went to great lengths to polish and style his acts and aimed
to crossover into the mainstream white market. Hair was straightened, suits were worn, and stage
moves were choreographed. Only “Little” Stevie Wonder (who was blind) escaped this. Gordy struck
gold with the Supremes. They were sugary, professional and completely unthreatening. This was about
as far away from Ma Rainey and Memphis Minnie as it was possible to get!
The sixties was also a time when sexual orientation was an issue which divided people, but Hamburg
typically welcomed everyone - the more exotic, the better. Little Richard, who was both black and gay
was celebrated in the Star Club as one of the great Rock’n’Roll innovators and entertainers we know him
to be. (In the conventional world, however, careers were ruined and homosexual activity, still illegal,
often led to prosecution)
German bands had paid close attention to all the incoming talent and if they began playing somewhat
robotically, mimicking much of what they heard and saw, it was certainly not long before they too began
playing really great Rock’n’Roll! The best among them also worked the Star Club. They always had my
deepest respect for performing in English - which was obviously not their first language! If the situation
had been reversed, I certainly could not have done it. The Rattles were among the best of the best, but
by now there were many. The Star Club closed in December 1969 and, truth be told, for the previous
two years its glory days were past and by now the centre of energy had moved. Nevertheless the
Hamburg Star Club had existed long enough to cast a massive shadow, changing all that would follow.
The cultural explosions which occurred in the mid-sixties had surely been detonated by the Star Club.
The great wave of energy, incorporating fashion, design, film, literature, theatre (indeed all the arts) and
spiritual eclecticism had shifted its centre to London. Now dubbed “Swinging London”, it was THE place
to be! Reflecting the changing value system of the time, huge free concerts were held in London’s Hyde
Park-featuring the Rolling Stones and, soon after, Blind Faith (Eric Clapton, Steve Winwood, Ginger
Baker etc).
The popular drugs and the music which underpinned the experience were dubbed “psychedelic” and the
mood was one of tolerance, peace and love. Much of this was a reaction to the unpopular war being
waged by America in Vietnam. Naturally young American men preferred the idea of smoking dope and
reading Kahil Gibran to going off to napalm villages and get shot for their trouble!
This became known as “the Love Generation” or “Flower Power” and once again the energy centre had
moved. Now the West Coast of America dominated, and San Francisco was the centre. In California
many musicians were living in communes, playing music together and studying Eastern mysticism while
audiences began to look for some meaning and significance, being disillusioned with the warlike,
intolerant “straight” world. This was to give rise to the popularity of the more experimental music of the
time. Musicians became more proficient while their audiences grew more sophisticated. This
development gave rise to so called “progressive rock”. Among the next generation there was soon to be
a reaction against this, which once again with the benefit of hindsight, was probably inevitable. Young
people felt alienated (as we had before Rock’n’Roll!) and started bashing out songs with three chords,
a lot of volume and attitude (sound familiar?) This was “Punk” music.
Old school Rock’n’Roll fragmented into different forms encompassing “Metal” or “Hard Rock” and retains
a hard-core audience to this day.
Over the years there have been very many different musical genres each immediately identifiable with
a particular time. The late 70s produced so called disco /dance music (which still retained connections
to good old rhythm and blues and later morphed into house/ hip hop/ techno etc.) The Rap phenomenon
began as a street led dance orientated form of black music. It has continued to evolve and fragment, but
has stayed with us more than 20 years. Young black guys who would once have formed Doo-Wop
groups singing on the street corners of Brooklyn are the urban poets of cool. Rhythm and Blues is still
in there, although I wonder how many would acknowledge their debt to Ray Charles today, let alone
Muddy Waters!
Along the way our societies have accepted freedom of sexual expression, and music remains as popular
as ever, albeit as only one of many entertainment alternatives, most having come about as a result of
computer technology. The extraordinary social upheavals of the sixties were a product of that time,
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never to be repeated and scarcely imaginable to the current generation. It is also of little interest to them,
and why should it be? The notion that music might have the potential to change EVERYTHING is
something that young people would simply find laughable today, much as they enjoy it. For my
generation this was not even a question one had to ask. We just knew that music was important,
powerful and life altering. We were not wrong, I think. The truth is hidden in plain sight. I still hear the
Rock’n’Roll and blues roots in modern music. There is a musical “chain of causality” which I can discern.
This is something I would dearly like to share with young people today. At the very least it would broaden
their appreciation of what they hear even if it could not stimulate the level of passion that my generation
has for Rock’n’Roll.
I am hopeful that the cyclic nature of popular music will result in a rebellion against manufactured /
artificial music in favour of something real and passion driven. Eventually a public weaned on TV talent
shows are bound to see beyond the smoke, mirrors, dance routines and stage school trained polish and
realise that nothing with originality has ever been produced in this way. A million people armed with paint
brushes and Mona Lisa “painting by numbers” kits, can never be Leonardo DaVinci.
So why is something that happened 50 years ago so very important now?
I feel bound to say that it would be a great injustice if this information were lost - but of course we live in
an unjust world. Once we have a perspective on the evolution of our culture how can we fail to accept
that we owe a collective debt to the role that the Star Club played in the “Chain of Causality”? How
different it might have been!
Perhaps it is simply appropriate now to honour the people who built the foundations upon which we now
stand - and take for granted. Manfred Weißleder has gone; so too have many of the original performers
- but over two nights in Hamburg on April 12 and 13 people have a unique and unrepeatable opportunity
to see and hear the music played by the artistes who do it best. They do it best because the very roots
of the music are living within them. Everyone on stage has their own musical journey powered by the
Star Club experience, and the very special connection to the fans - who for the very longest time have
just been our faithful friends. We ALL invested something at that time and it brings the greatest joy to be
able to meet again and simply celebrate together.
Our band of that time (The Londoners) had played as Gene Vincent´s backing band for some time
gathering stage experience, before pitching up in Hamburg to play the Star Club, where our lives, like
those of so many others, were irrevocably changed.
On a personal note the Star Club, together with the musicians and friends I met there, are forever woven
into the fabric of my life and I could not begin to find words to express how precious that is to me. In
addition, the generosity and loyalty of my German friends has consistently moved and humbled me, and
I am proud now to call Deutschland my home.
Footnote: I want “Good Golly Miss Molly” played at my funeral! One last gesture on my part to pay
homage to the extraordinary Richard Penniman.
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12th/13th April 2012 - A Personal Perspective - b
Brian Parrish began his professional career with the Londoners, a great Star Club favourite through
1964/5/6. In the U.K. the band played back up for Gene Vincent in 1965. This line up became the Knack,
releasing numerous singles. Then came Parrish and Gurvitz with Paul Gurvitz (also a former Londoners
member). The duo recorded with Beatles producer, Sir George Martin. Brian’s session work included guitar
on hits by Medicine Head and others, album titles with Jon Lord (Deep Purple) and Tony Ashton. In the same
time he wrote songs for “pop” bands such as Dave Dee, Dozy etc. U.S. chart success came in 1972 with
Badger, so-called “progressive” rock band with Roy Dyke, Tony Kaye (ex Yes) and David Foster. Solo
albums followed, record production and song writing activity, but fewer stage performances. In 1999 he
suffered a brain tumour, which curtailed activity until 2004 when, now fully recovered, he accepted an
invitation to play a “Star Club” Night in Hamburg. He says “it was like a homecoming”.
He has lived and worked in Germany since 2006, releasing his first solo CD for a while in 2007. He devotes
his time to writing, recording and playing live concerts, featuring songs from his own catalogue, whilst
retaining a special relationship with all Star Club related activity, where he plays old Rock’n’Roll and rhythm
and blues, as is the accepted credo for such events.

I am no stranger to the “buzzy” feeling of anticipation most musicians have before a gig. Whether it
was Wembley Arena or a club date in some place nobody has heard of, there was always a show
to do, and every man wants to do the best job he can.
We had looked forward to the long sold out Star Club 50th Anniversary Concerts for many months
and now at last our car was pulling up backstage at the Fliegende Bauten, where the scale of the
occasion was immediately apparent. There were more trucks for starters; people were running in
and out with instruments, cables were being rigged up from the recording truck which would later
record the concerts on 99 audio channels, to be synced with the video film of the event. All around
small groups of people were discussing the business of the day. “Does anyone know where Howie
is?” “Can we get a fixed camera on the stage at floor level?”
Cheerful waves and friendly hugs were in generous supply from admin types and musicians alike.
As I walked from the car to the backstage ramp I could hear Kingsize Taylor and the band
sound-checking and fine tuning the sequence for the artistes this line up would play for - Beryl
Marsden, Karl Terry, Mike Harrison and myself included.
Once in the dressing room I ran into old friend Howie Casey…“If you’re lookin’ for Howie, he’s in
here!” He is a veteran of the Star Club time, with a long and accomplished career under his belt,
including a stint with Paul McCartney/Wings. Like everyone here for these concerts, he has many a
story to tell. Great sax player, too.
Cliff Bennett occupied a sofa, warm and friendly and waiting to sound check. Others came in - Sid
Phillips, who made straight for the horn section corner of the room where Mr. Casey had set up
temporary residence, and Adrian Askew, keyboard player with Hamburg’s finest, tonight
accompanying Cliff Bennett, and tomorrow with Chris Farlowe. Mike Harrison came in and made for
the sandwiches. Old stories abounded, bad jokes were told (many by me) and conversations were
about everything imaginable, other than the gig. This is more or less normal - we know what we have
to do, so no need to talk about it. Maybe it was like this “backstage” in the Coliseum among the
gladiators. “Save your energy for the lions lads” was probably the best advice…
There was an inevitable sense of emotion on this occasion - subdued, repressed perhaps, but
definitely felt by all. I was remembering the many old friends who didn’t make it. Come to think of it,
I hadn’t really expected to still be around myself! This can be a hazardous lifestyle.
I stepped out into the hall to get a feel of the place. It is put together in the style of an enormous
circus tent. The Star Club itself is long gone, but this place felt perfect for our show. After all it HAD
been a bit of a circus back in the 1960s!
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In a show of this scale everything has to be run like clockwork, and I had regrettably missed the
opportunity to sound check, due to a communications glitch. I was expected earlier apparently,
although I had been clear about my arrival time. Suffice to say that this had not been conveyed to
Barry Shattock, head sound guy/stage manager, who was, of necessity, running a tight ship. “Don’t
worry, we’ll cover it” was his reaction to my disappointment, and come show-time they did, and very
well. This occasion was always bigger than any individual and “no egos” was the order of the day.
Standing in the main theatre space I watched Cliff Bennett come out, with my dear friend Roy Dyke
on drums, the splendid Clem Clempson on guitar, a three piece horn section, Howie and Sid now
bolstered by Ecki Hofmann. This was a taste of Stax style soul stew, and I loved it. Cliff’s voice is a
thing of wonder, and everyone was on top of it. This show was going to be great, no doubt about it.
I had to tear myself away, in part not to spoil the show, which I intended to watch in its entirety, but
also to deal with my own technical requirements, of which Barry must be made aware, sound-check
or no.
That done, I once again wandered backstage to encounter the great gentleman of the saxophone,
Rikki Barnes, who was already a seasoned and highly professional musician when I first came to
this town as a teenager. Rikki is now 82 years old, and one of the true original faces. We are not
worthy… Also in the room was Roy Young; bearded, grinning and wearing a black hat as is his wont.
He looked to be raring to go. In came Ted (Kingsize) Taylor, affable as ever, but “all business” at
this point. Ted had put so much effort into the planning of this event, which was really the
culmination of a dream for him, and he was only going to relax completely when the show was
underway. It soon would be…
Angela (Mrs. Parrish) and myself decided to head back to the hotel to offload our toothbrushes, and
get a few minutes of tranquillity before the evening’s entertainment would begin. We ran into Roy
Dyke, fresh from his run-through, and gave him a hug. I always feel like laughing when I am with
Roy. We have a lot of history including a spell in the band, Badger, together. “See you later, Roy!” I
called, as we headed for the car.
Returning a couple of hours later, people were already milling around. Posters, books, CDs, DVDs,
souvenirs, memorabilia etc. were already on sale and looked to be doing good business. People
were everywhere and had free access more or less throughout. Only the backstage area was not
“public”. The accepted “us” and “them” scenario (musicians and fans) was absent. After 50 years,
this was a coming together of old friends. Much signing of autographs ensued, “Hey Brian,
remember me? Sabine says hello” and so on. Eventually I found myself once more in the dressing
room. Uwe Mamminga, whose team had organised so much of this, was going over last minute
details and Ted was now smiling like a Cheshire cat and obviously just itching to get on with it.
I was to say a few words to open the show - some thoughts I had set down about just why this
anniversary was so important. This was a huge honour for me.
Suddenly the lights dimmed and it was time. “Ladies and Gentlemen - Brian Parrish”. I walked out
and the place erupted. Not especially for me, I am sure, but rather because, like us, the crowd had
long looked forward to this, and it
was finally happening. I said my bit,
and out came Kingsize Taylor to say
something. He was greeted like the
great Star Club original he is.
Uwe came out and read some
credits, and told the people a little
about the Sternen Brücke, a
children’s hospice which would
benefit from the proceeds. Out
onstage came items we had all
signed to raise money. A guitar,
posters etc. and a cheque for the
hospice.

© Angela Parrish
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Then (a Ted Taylor idea) we started a countdown from 10. The crowd joined in… 9…8…7…
Suddenly we were off and the first band was playing... The Creapers. They are young guys, and
the only ones with no direct Star Club connection (they weren’t even born!) All were dressed in
leather with greasy hair styled in the manner of pre “fab” Beatles, rocking out with Rickenbacker,
Gretsch and Höfner instruments in a great mood setting re-creation of the way the Beatles played
their early Star Club shows. They did a terrific job - the perfect kick off.
Next up was Kingsize Taylor, who came out rocking. I can
imagine Ted Taylor as a Rock’n’Roll smitten teenager who
heard Elvis and said “I want to do this!” - and then did just that!
Even the name “Kingsize” is a reminder of the time when we
had “Little” Richard, “Big” Bopper, “Chubby” Checker, “Fats”
Domino and so on. I love all that - with such a moniker you
sound like a star before you set foot on a stage. It’s a largerthan-life thing, so you have to deliver - and Ted never
disappoints. “Boney Maronie” transports us right back to the
beginning. This is UNDILUTED Rock’n’Roll, straight out of the
bottle and not for wimps. “Stupidity” always gets them, and
tonight was no exception. My only criticism? It was too short!
The next piece of history walked onstage.
Beryl Marsden was smiling and clapping
her hands as she broke into “Da Doo Ron
Ron”… “I met him on a Monday and my
© Angela Parrish
heart stood still”, she sang and the entire
audience was singing along. The lady is a
great singer, and once again I was transported back to the days when the petite
teenage Beryl was belting it out at the Star Club. She was lovely then, and still
is. She was good tonight but we could not yet have known she would be even
better at the second concert.

© Angela Parrish

Ted went to the microphone and said “Get ready
for Karl “Loverboy” Terry!” - and out came the
lunatic. Someone must have left the door of his © Angela Parrish
cage open. Attired in a ridiculous burgundy red
spangly suit, Karl started out in a moderate way
(for him) just clapping his hands and smiling at the crowd. “Shake
Rattle and Roll!” he sang with the audience joining in. It was great, and
certainly more than enough for any “normal” performer. Then, just
when I thought he was not going give us any of his old antics, he got
on his knees, crawled between the bass player’s legs, jumped in the
air and came down doing the splits. The band were laughing
hopelessly, the punters were loving it and everyone in the house was
gobsmacked by his acrobatics and humour. Two more songs followed
in the same energetic vein and off he went with the crowd going
completely bananas. Competitors for the track events in the upcoming
Olympics should be glad Karl is not competing. He would annihilate
them all.

I was in the wings at this point waiting to come on. How do you follow “Loverboy” (better make that
“Rubberboy”) Terry? I was about to find out.
I was announced and took things in another direction. “Hoochie Coochie Man” is a staple of my
shows. I am always asked to play it, and I was hoping that after the incomparable Mr. Terry, it would
do the trick tonight. A little bit of blues usually works. I risked a look into the crowd as I played a solo.
I had them (thank God!) and at the end they showed their appreciation. “Louie Louie” followed, the
band really rocking now, and this was also well received. To finish I took a run at “Stand By Me”. I
encouraged the crowd to remember those no longer with us - George Harrison, John Lennon, Tony
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Ashton and many others. I said “Let’s sing this together; let it also be a thank you to all Star Club
people who still stand by us”. They all sang and it was very emotional. I walked off not merely with
applause in my ears, but with renewed love for these people in my heart.
Mike Harrison was announced. Mike came here in the 60s with the V.I.P.s (later to morph into
Spooky Tooth) and he still has great pipes. The horn section was blowing up a storm and we had
our first taste of soul this evening. Mike gave us “The Wrong Time”, “A Fool in Love”, “Dreams to
Remember” and closed with a great Spooky Tooth favourite “Better by You”. The big grungy riff had
the crowd stomping on the floor and doing the peace sign thing we normally see at Black Sabbath
concerts. It’s that kind of song. Mr. Harrison left the stage with the people firmly on his side.
Next up were the Nashville Teens. They know how to play the crowd. I had not known exactly what
to expect. It had been many years since I saw them. They performed rousing versions of Stones
songs, a Who medley (who would have thought?) a truly eclectic mix, and all of it good. Then they
gave the people what they came for. “Tobacco Road” is an iconic record of that time and it was
especially great to see it performed by the “Teens”. The crowd loved it. I love that these men are still
out there doing it. “In the middle of Tobacco Ro-o-o-ad” sang the people. I was singing too. Before
we knew it they were gone and making space for the next act.
Cliff Bennett. I was with him from the get-go. The sound-check had whetted my appetite and there
he was standing at the mike with so much authority and throwing his head back to sing. “Turn on
Your Love Light!” then “I’m a Soul Man!” In came the horn line, and we were all soul men! Adrian
Askew on keyboards was a joy. One soul classic followed another. Here is a man who punishes his
voice like Joe Cocker, but miraculously has sustained less damage to his vocal chords (still love the
way Joe does it, by the way). Suddenly “ba ba dup da da” on the horns, and he sang “I was alone,
I took a ride, I didn’t know what I would find there!” the place was jumping and come the chorus the
world sang along “Gotta get you into my Life!” Then they left the stage. Definitely THE high point for
me so far, but the night was not yet over and tomorrow would bring another concert!
The final act on the bill were the very popular German band The Lords. They were there back in
the day and have scored innumerable radio hits over the years. Many folks sang along with “Shaking
All Over” (a hit by Johnny Kidd and the Pirates in the UK) and their biggie “Poor Boy”. They know
how to please the folks. They do these little dance steps and perform in their trademark black frock
coats (presumably their take on what English aristocracy wear around the house!) The Lords are
lots of fun… which I always take to be the point of what they do. They make people happy.
We went out to meet and greet the people, sign autographs and so on. There were indeed many
from around the world in addition to the loyal Hamburg crowd. In an effort to conserve energy and
pace myself for more of the same tomorrow, I eventually extricated myself and headed back to the
hotel. More fans were there with stuff to sign and many of the musicians started to arrive and headed
for the bar. No longer a member of the drinking classes, I said “goodnight”. It would be interesting
to see how the guys would be feeling at breakfast!
The morning came and indeed some of last night’s revellers did make it, and to a man headed for
the coffee. I have always loved a hotel breakfast when on tour. I made short work of a croissant or
two whilst wondering, as I do each day, at Angela’s beauty and energy. There she was, animatedly
chatting away with Beryl Marsden and Howie, while my body was telling me “There’s been some
mistake - we should still be in bed”. Even in the absence of alcohol the previous evening, and after
many sober years, I still do not shine in the mornings. It’s just the way I have always been. I was
happy enough, though.
The day involved a visit to the original Star Club site, and more autographs. Friendly faces were
everywhere. Hamburg is a second home for me, with a memory on every corner. Pushing the “fast
forward” button to the late afternoon, we returned to the venue in the hope of a sound-check. Barry
said “What’s the problem? It was OK last night, wasn’t it?”. He had a point. Anyway Chris Farlowe,
together with other artistes including Tony Sheridan and Roy Young were running through - each of
them requiring some reconfiguration of the mixing console.
Now I am backstage once more and talking with Clem Clempson about his guitar, which I am most
impressed with. In comes Chris Farlowe, says “Hello” and plonks himself on the sofa, where he will
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remain until show-time. He complains about his feet, travel problems, and everything under the sun.
I have long realised that this is merely his dry humour. He is hilarious. Everybody has their own way
of getting the job done, and this seems to be his way. When Chris Farlowe steps out there, he is the
master, and I love to watch him work. I talk to him about one of my favourite songs he performs in
his shows, called “I Don’t want to Love You Anymore”. I take credit for suggesting he sing it tonight,
as he says he had not intended to. More about this, later.
Here was Roy Young, who had been around for the show yesterday, but had not performed. This
was a treat that awaited us this evening. Roy had some health problems a while back, but now looks
fantastic. I had a hug with his wife, Carol. It was great to see them both. In walked Sheridan. Tony
is another great original Hamburg “face”. I cannot imagine the Star Club experience without Tony.
He was just always there. I do still remember him playing a Futurama guitar on the English TV show,
“Oh Boy!” in grainy black and white, prior to his departure to Germany. Guitarists will recall that the
Futurama was a guitar that had the look, if not the sound, of a Fender Stratocaster, at a time when
we could not get the real thing in England. Eventually Hank Marvin acquired one, and was the first
British player to touch one, as far as I am aware.
The Rattles, long serving and popular German band were on the bill tonight, but not yet here. I was
told that people from all over the world were coming for this show, not only travelling from Europe,
but also from the U.S. and Russia. This we gleaned via the internet. I had messages myself on
Facebook from Japanese fans, who had wanted to come, but were unable to. It is fascinating how
the net works and the enduring power of the Star Club name. I went to have a small portion of chilli
con carne in the restaurant area, and chatted with John Frankland, of the original Dominos. He was
joining Ted onstage this evening. Lovely fellow is John. He hugs Angela virtually non-stop each time
we meet. That is easy to understand… she is very huggable.
Uwe Mamminga comes to get me. The show is beginning, and once again I am to say something. I
walk out and the atmosphere is electric. We have a tight show, and I try to make my piece a little
shorter. Once again Ted and Uwe come out and again we are doing the countdown…
On stage come the Blackbirds. I was not sure what they would do, as I did not know them before,
but they kick right off with “Move it!” - still for my money the only real Rock’n’Roll record to come out
of England in the time of Elvis, Buddy Holly and Richard. They were really rocking - a great version!
I am transported to 1958, long before the Star Club, when I was still a school kid, and there were no
Beatles. Magic. I like these Blackbirds. A couple more Rock’n’Roll favourites and they are gone.
John Law and the Tremors are announced. Out they come and plough into “Rave On!” It’s Buddy
Holly time. We are reminded again of what all the fuss was about when this music kicked off in the
fifties. More of the same is to follow. Now comes the Eddie Cochran favourite, “Cut Across Shorty that’s what Miss Lucy said!” The people are loving this. They look resplendent too, all in black. A
professional outfit, this band. Then comes “Shout!” another favourite, then “Don’t Ha Ha” and did I
hear “Summer of 69”? Well at least the sixties are referenced in the title! Too soon they are gone
and we hear the words I have been waiting to hear: “Ladies and Gentlemen… Chris Farlowe!”
Out he comes to stand at the microphone looking, well, like a star,
whatever that is. He does not do much of anything really until he
begins to sing, but he just has a sh*t load of presence. Then there
is the voice…
He did some great soul/blues things - every one a crowd pleaser,
his mastery of his craft evident with every vocal nuance and easy
rapport with the people. Then comes the moment when,
accompanied only by Adrian Askew on keyboards, he begins the
Delbert McClinton song “I Don’t Want to Love you Anymore”. It is
such a great dramatic stage “moment”. As a performer I love stuff
like this. Few can do it. You can hear a pin drop (fortunately no one
drops a pin!) and Mr. Farlowe owns the song. There is one line in
there which could break your heart, and I asked Chris about it. “Oh
I put that one in” he said. Adrian is quite casual about it, almost
dismissive (although, like all the songs in the set, he plays it
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beautifully) but in truth it’s a singer thing .What makes it special has to do with stage-craft, pace,
phrasing and “working” the audience, which is the singer’s job! This particular singer is magical on
this song. The crowd goes crazy. Never missing a beat Chris says, “Here is a song the Rolling
Stones wrote for me…” (how many people can say that?) The band break into “Out of Time” and the
roof comes off. There is no one in the room not singing the chorus. Cue applause like you wouldn’t
believe, and they are off. If anyone still feels it necessary to ask whether white men can sing the
blues I would simply point them in the general direction of Chris Farlowe and ask the rhetorical
question: is the Pope Catholic?
Who can follow this? The Rattles are going to try. They are one of the great popular bands in
Germany, with full Star Club credentials. They gave us many Rock’n’Roll favourites in a medley
format - “Mashed Potato yeah!”, “Hippy Hippy Shake”, “Mona” (an old Londoners favourite back in
the day!) and the ubiquitous “Twist and Shout”. The crowd lapped it up. Band introductions took the
form of a featurette from each member. First up was guitarist Manne Kraski, who did the intro to
“Stairway to Heaven”. I confess that I hate this with a vengeance. Every wannabe guitar player does
this (or “Smoke on the Water”) as a party piece in music shops all over the world. My prejudice
aside, he pulled it off with great theatricality and the people loved it. What do I know? Then came
the inevitable drum solo. Dicky Tarrach is their sticks man, and he too knows absolutely how to
please the crowd. My good friend, singer Eggert Johansen (Eggi) possesses a fine high voice of
Roy Orbison calibre. It hurts my wedding tackle just thinking about it! He sang a verse of “I Can’t
Help Falling in Love With You”. Crowd and band were singing and waving together. A nice moment.
Bassist Herbert Hildebrant was the one doing the announcements and did no solo piece, possibly
for this reason. Then they did, I think, the cheekiest thing of the evening by playing “My Bonnie”.
This was THE major hit here by Tony Sheridan with the Beatles back in the 60s… and Tony was on
the bill tonight. Rather you than me, boys! They did it well, though, I must say. At one point in the
act, guitarist Manne walked out in the audience whilst playing and the people loved it. That the
punters still go for this amazes me as it requires nothing more than a radio system (I too have one)
and you can walk out in the street if you want! I am not complaining - it is only my P.O.V. as a
guitarist. It is called showboating, much like the Jimi Hendrix playing behind his head trick. (Basically
if you can play at all, you can play it behind your head, no problem, though maybe not like Jimi!)
Show me someone doing that with a piano and I WILL be impressed! I have great respect for
showmanship however, lest you should think otherwise - time enough to be a jazz musician in the
next lifetime! Say what you will about the Rattles (and I like them, really) but they know what their
audiences like and they deliver it! Angela, for example, is really taken with their harmony singing.
The Rattles leave the stage to big-time applause to make way for another legend.
Kingsize Taylor plugs in his guitar surrounded by the full band from last night, now augmented by
John Frankland of the original Dominos, with Gibson Kemp taking a drum stool alongside Björn
Hofmann. The horn section is Howie, Sid and Ecki - and we are off and rocking from the get-go. Ted
serves up “Boney Maronie” John takes the mike for a couple of tunes, then Ted steps up again with
his trademark “Stupidity” “Hey Everybody!” he sings. The audience knows exactly what to do; this
is a ritual they have performed hundreds of times before. Call and response is the game, and yet
again I am just delighted to hear and see it done this well. Beryl comes out to sing and if she was
great last night she is even better tonight. More relaxed maybe, all
smiles and winning the audience over from the first minute.
Everyone is cutting their time a little bit as a big finale is planned.
Three songs and Beryl leaves the stage and out comes Karl Terry
with a mad look in his eyes. I think he has been wired up like the
Frankenstein monster. Somebody call the police! He outdoes
himself and yet once again I have the unenviable task of following
him onstage. This I do, swapping "Louie Louie" for the Johnny Otis
song, "Willie and the Handjive". I think I also managed to raise my
game on this second night. The people were wolfing it down like
hungry puppies, thank God, and we had a great time up there. Mike
Harrison took the stage again, also playing just three songs tonight,
but singing really well. Good on yer, Mike! Ted closed the set with
© Angela Parrish
the Bobby Parker perennial, "Watch your Step" and out came Cliff
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Bennett and Chris Farlowe to help out. How often can you expect to see guys like these together?
I certainly never expected to, and it was bloody marvellous. The big finish and BIG respect all round.
Uwe Mamminga walked out to announce the
“Star Club Combo”, who turned out to
include the mighty Roy Young on
piano/vocals, Tony Sheridan, and the
Glaswegian Laird of the Rock’n’Roll
saxophone, Rikki Barnes, with Colin Milander
and Jimmy Doyle. All old hands at this stuff.
“You shake my nerves and you rattle my
brain!” sang Roy. ”Great Balls of Fire” put us
into gear and we were flying. Tony Sheridan
was looking chipper in a fedora and wearing
© Angela Parrish a grin to top it off. The band were rocking
when Tony gave us his take on “My Bonnie”,
starting with a bluesy intro, singing the words
to an amused crowd (who knew he was only teasing) before stepping on the gas to bring it up to the
familiar speed and getting them all singing. Roy Young gave us “Slow Down” - hardly the first time
this had been played tonight either, but by this stage who cared? It was terrific, needless to say.
Finally Ted walked out to thank everyone for coming, while behind him the great Roy Young was
already playing the familiar intro riff to “What’d I Say”. Ted sang a verse, Roy sang a verse, Tony
sang a verse, and we all came out and sang a chorus or two, the audience really going for this!
There was an awareness that something unrepeatable was drawing to a close and nobody wanted
it to finish just yet! “Tell Me What’d I Say?” we sang, and the crowd, all standing now, sang with us.
Mr. Farlowe took the microphone and sang some risqué lyrics, Cliff Bennett was at the microphone
with Roy Young who was still pounding the keys. Kingsize Taylor started the “Oooh! Ooooh! section,
Sheridan was beaming and this was not going to end any time soon! “Awesome” is a criminally
overused word these days. Indeed it has passed into street vernacular, referring simply to that which
is not commonplace. If you can still recall what “awesome” is supposed to mean, then allow me to
use it to describe the sound of all these musicians playing together. All the superlatives apply spectacular, amazing etc. but to sum it up and to factor in the experience of actually playing along
with them - only “awesome” comes close. The place was euphoric. “Tell me one more time” sang
someone (it could have been me). They sang back “one more time!” It was more like ten more times.
We ALL wanted to stretch the moment into forever, but eventually end it did, and we were hugging
each other and waving to the people and walking off. The stage was empty and they were still
shouting and stamping out there while off stage sixty or so highly adrenalized musicians, technicians
and organization staff were laughing and all talking at once.
I have been privileged to have had some extraordinary musical experiences in my life. I have worked
with many highly talented people, and I would like to thank them all. There may be no better time
than here and now to do it. I have been blessed with opportunities I could never have dreamed of
when I started out, and just very occasionally, I have been part of something so remarkable that I
was grateful just to be in the room. Unrepeatable and unforgettable moments. The 50th Anniversary
of the Star Club was like that.
Brian Parrish
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The Great Flood and Depression
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
The main event in 1927 was The Great
Flood. Unlike Katrina in 2005 the flood
was a slow moving catastrophe which
New Orleans sat waiting for and dreading.
The Mississippi was swollen and a
Tornado in Texas did not help the
situation. Then New Orleans was hit by 14
inches of rain in one night, the storm
sewers failed, just as they would do 80
years later.
The city fire-fighters did not assist, their excuse was that they were not equipped to do so. A decision
was taken to dynamite the Levees at Poydras, 12 miles south of New Orleans. This was affected
with difficulties but it was a levee giving way at Tallulah that saved the city as floods grew east and
west of New Orleans. The great flood of 1927 was the greatest catastrophe to the United States of
America in its short history.
I remember being at a Honky Tonk north of Vicksburg, and being given a drawing of the flood in
1927, with only the railroad line being visible - truly scary. The railway line was covered with people
and animals that had nowhere else to go. The many repairs that were carried out did of course prove
inadequate to withstand Katrina, and New Orleans is still paying the price.
In 1927 Victor and Columbia continued to record in New Orleans but it was Peer’s recordings in
Bristol, Tennessee which proved seminal with Jimmy Rodgers and the Carter Family becoming
legends in country music. Sam Morgan was recorded for Columbia and set down the first hymn to
be recorded, setting a trend which is still prolific.
In 1929 Pinetop Smith recorded Pinetop’s boogie woogie, the first time “Boogie Woogie” had
appeared on record. Sadly he was shot dead in that year, following an argument in a Masonic Hall
in Chicago.
Bessie Smith also appeared in a movie on the life of W C Handy; she was for many years
considered the greatest singer of blues of all time. Sadly she became addicted to alcohol and did
not record after 1933. In 1937 she was killed in a motor accident, but her legacy lived on.
Sidney Bechet was arrested in France and deported to the USA.
Louis Armstrong continued recording classic after classic but the 1930s began badly when he was
arrested in Chicago for substance abuse. He spent nine days in jail. It must have been a problem
for Louis that in his younger days alcohol was forbidden but
marijuana was not; later in life the situation was reversed. Louis
received a suspended sentence but was warned not to go to New
York.
He left Chicago and returned to New Orleans playing some dates
en-route. He visited the Waif’s Home, and his band was
photographed with the new generation of Waifs.
The early years of the 1930s were a truly depressing time for New
Orleans artistes. Henry “Red” Allen recorded his first sides but little
else was taking place. New Orleans would wait almost ten years for
the revival and glory for so many musicians.
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Ian McNeil

SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
OUR LOVE WILL SURVIVE
ANDREW LOVE
Tenor saxophonist Andrew Love was one half of the famed Memphis
Horns, working alongside trumpeter Wayne Jackson, on scores of
international hit records, along the way helping to define what came to be
known as the Memphis sound. Their collaboration infused a remarkable
fifty two American number ones and some eighty three gold and platinum
records, for such artists as Aretha Franklin, Elvis Presley, Otis Redding,
Al Green and Neil Diamond.
Andrew Maurice Love was born in Memphis on November 21 1941, the
son of a Baptist minister. His mother, a church organist, gave him his first
saxophone when he was thirteen. For a year he attended Langston
University in Oklahoma on a music scholarship. After a stint with his dad’s
Andrew Love 2001 church gospel band, he was soon performing at various functions and
© Paul Harris nightclubs around Memphis, often picking up session and club gigs with
Willie Mitchell.
He was working at the Manhattan Club, in Memphis, when Wayne Jackson first heard him play. The
following day the pair made their recording debut together on a Rufus Thomas record. This unlikely
pair soon became a distinctive musical force, with a sound that ranged from soulful and sultry to the
glorious infectious loops of blistering blasts of funk. The Memphis Horns, as they came to be known,
signed to Stax Records, becoming part of the label’s studio group, often along with Booker T and
the MGs, providing nearly all the musical drive on the majority of Stax recordings that required a
horn section. Also they were very much part of Willie Mitchell's Hi set up, providing the horns on Al
Green’s ‘Let’s Stay Together’, and dozens of other His, like Syl Johnson and Ann Peebles.
Over the years the duo's horn arrangements, always laid down in all the right places, can be found
enthralling hundreds of recordings, including some of the most enduring records to come out of
Memphis in the sixties, often behind the royalty of soul. One of their earliest successes came in 1967
when the duo backed, along with Booker T and the MGs, Otis Redding at the Monterey Pop Festival.
Fate may have intervened on December 10 1967. The two musicians had been scheduled to tour
with Otis Redding. Instead they remained behind in Memphis to overdub the horn parts to Redding's
‘(Sittin' on) The Dock Of The Bay’. Redding's plane crashed that day in a Wisconsin lake killing
Redding and all on board bar one.
In 1970 they shared the label performance credits with Jackie Moore on her soul classic ‘Precious,
Precious’. In the late seventies they made, as the Memphis Horns, the Billboards R&B charts with
four funky items such as ‘What The Funk’. Through the eighties and nineties they played behind and
toured with an assortment of styles from U2, Doobie Brothers, Robert Cray to L J Reynolds. In the
early nineties they were regulars at the annual Italian Porretta Soul Festival.
The Memphis Horns continued to work together until 2004, when Love's failing health forced him to
retire. Jackson continued on his own. In 2008 both were induced into the Musicians Hall Of Fame.
In 2012 they became only the second backing musicians, Motown's Funk Brothers being the first,
to receive a Lifetime Achievement Grammy.
Arguably the greatest soul horn section ever, just listen to the brilliant unison run in phrases on 'In
The Midnight Hour', then you've experienced the excitement that the Memphis Horns can stir when
opening a song.
Andrew Love died April 12 2012, after complications of Alzheimer's disease.
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LAST NIGHT
DONALD 'DUCK' DUNN
Donald 'Duck' Dunn was the bass player with Booker T and
the MGs (Memphis Group), one of soul’s most influential
studio and instrumental bands of the sixties, formed in
1962 in Memphis, Tennessee, as a spin off from the
Mar-Keys. The original racially integrated group comprised
of Booker T Jones, Steve Cropper, Lewis Steinberg and Al
Jackson. The group’s fist big hit was 'Green Onions'. Its
simple, smokey atmosphere, punctuated by Cropper’s
cutting guitar, provided the blueprint for a series of
excellent records, including 'Jellybread', 'Soul Dressing',
and 'Hip, Hug, Her'. Dunn soon followed Cropper and
joined the group replacing Steinberg.

Donald Duck Dunn 2007
The MGs became the bedrock of classic Stax records, the
© Paul Harris
foundation on which the label and studio sound was built.
Often joined by the Memphis Horns, Wayne Jackson and
the recently departed Andrew Love .This quartet was the driving force behind the gritty Stax sound
and appeared on all the company's notable releases, including 'In The Midnight Hour' (Wilson
Pickett), 'Hold On I'm Comin' (Sam and Dave), 'Walkin' The Dog' (Rufus Thomas), and 'I've Been
Loving You Too Long'/'Sittin' On The Dock Of The Bay' (Otis Redding), etc etc..
Donald Dunn was born in Memphis on November 24 1941, the son of a confection maker, and was
nicknamed 'Duck' from the Disney cartoon character by his father. Dunn Initially worked at his
father’s candy factory. He first picked up the bass guitar when he was sixteen, and proved to be
naturally talented, learning his skills by listening to records.
He met Cropper in high school, where the two boys formed a band called the Royal Spades, playing
for loose change and a beer. After changing their name in 1961 to the Mar-Keys they got a recording
deal with Satellite records, and released their debut single, 'Last Night', which reached number three
in the Billboard pop chart. Within months, Satellite had altered its name to Stax and the Mar-Keys
became the label’s house band, evolving into Booker T and the MGs.
Apart from their studio work, the group continued to chart consistently in their own right, 'Hang Em
High', 'Time Is Tight', both US top ten singles in 1968/1969.
In 1971 the group split, but in 1973 along with Jackson, Dunn put together a reconstituted group with
little success. Dunn, as one of the most respected session musicians, continued to be in great
demand, recording with Eric Clapton, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many more.
Latterly Cropper re-joined Dunn, where they joined Aykroyd and Belushi's Blues Brothers band,
appearing in the 1980 The Blues Brothers film, from which Dunn famously uttered the line "We had
a band powerful enough to turn goat’s piss into gasoline!"
Dunn continued touring, along with Cropper and Jones, as Booker T and the MGs, often with Eddie
Floyd as lead singer. The group was inducted into the Rock and Roll hall of fame in 1992.
In 1993 they backed Neil Young on an extensive tour. Dunn appeared in the 1998 film sequel Blues
Brothers 2000, once again playing himself.
He died, May 13 2012, in his sleep in Japan after finishing a double show at the
Blue Note club in Tokyo, with Cropper and Eddie Floyd the night before.

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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One thing that used to niggle me in my rockin’ heyday (sorry guys, the 70s!) was the poor treatment
of we punters by prima donna artistes. I’m always happy to name them, and here are a few: Frank
Marino (of the band Mahogany Rush, so called because for a while Frank thought he was a tree)
coming all the way from Canada to England for one gig, then playing a forty minute set and no
encores because he was annoyed that the support band were ‘too good’ (they were): Led Zeppelin
delaying the release of their albums by months just because the printer couldn’t get the colouring
right on their pretentious album covers: even Jethro Tull insisting that all those attending the Isle Of
Wight Festival left the site while they performed a soundcheck in private. Some years later I took
high tea at singer Ian Anderson’s mum’s house in Blackpool and even she confessed he had been
‘a bit of a tit’ that weekend. I paraphrase, time’s dulled the exact words used, but that was very much
the drift I got. The most absurd hissy fit I can recall though, was by Elton John, who refused to do
an interview (inside a building) because the weather in New York (outside the building) was too
windy, and who actually phoned his publicist in London and told her to change the weather!
Time and the music industry have moved on, and incidents of messing the paying public about are
less prevalent these days. Live events in particular are much more efficiently run and the performers
have a good focus on who’s providing the revenue source for their next Ferrari and how to keep
them sweet. In fact the only example I can think of over the last twenty years or so happened at our
local Working Men’s Club, when a middle-ranking ‘star’ of 60’s pop insisted that he wouldn’t go
onstage without a screen being erected for the whole of the 100 or so feet between his dressing
cupboard and the stage. The response from the WMC chairman was “****ing **** off back up the M6
and take your ****ing ferry with you”. Which he did. And I haven’t paraphrased this one, merely taken
out around twenty other swearwords, some of which I’m still not sure of the definition of.
And so to a Rock’n’Roll weekender last year. I know some of you
know the setup because I see you there, but for those who I don’t
see, these weekenders see a few thousand poor souls trek off to the
seaside, take over an out-of-season holiday camp, and soak up two,
three or even sometimes four nights of the best Rock’n’Roll
available. I’m a hotel-lover myself, and often hole up in places with
welcoming names like ‘Comfort’ or ‘Bates’, reassured that such
places wouldn’t open their doors unless they could offer a higher
class of bed-lice. But most people like to stay on-site, party hard all night and sleep it off all day. To
each their own; I prefer to wake dry and warm, and amuse myself watching unattended young
children being blown around the promenade like hoody-wrapped tumbleweed.
At a ‘recent weekender’ (some alert Woodies will already know which one from the title of this piece),
I was especially looking forward to the Friday night show. I vaguely knew the second-on-the-bill act,
a visiting US veteran, so was looking forward to his set, and the headline act, a UK veteran this time,
was being raved about by the Woodie contingent, who had pumped up interest throughout the
venue. So expectations were high.
Sadly, lovely guy as he is, the US Rock’n’Roller never really hit the mark, proving that a tight-as-anut backing band stand no chance when the guy they are backing can’t count in sets of four, or hear
them. The band members’ forced smiles as they muddied their way through the set said it all - the
white man’s John Lee Hooker had arrived in town. I stood next to the event promoter for a while, the
possessor of a distant stare which could only have meant one of two things - excess consumption
of blended whiskey or the realisation that this one was ‘one to learn from’. And it was too early in the
night to be the whiskey.
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Once the set had finished (which was at various times according to whether you were listening to
the artiste or the band), the air of anticipation grew, and, like moths to a flame, the species ‘Musicum
Woodeii’ started to gather round the front of the stage. The learnedness, worldly-wiseness and
well-travelledness was so overwhelming it was a good job the floor was solid or the weight of
knowledge focused in such a small area would have caved it in. I also noticed, standing a safe
distance from the potentially Dervish-driven Woodies, the man who I knew had pushed the next act
hard at the event promoter and vouchsafed that he would put on a rockin’ show. Fear of
excommunication prevents me using his real name, so I’ll refer to him as Kate.
And then the performance started. And I do mean the performance. Not the set, which came later,
but the performance in many acts featuring the imminent headline act (The Man), his partner (The
Moll), and a bloody huge electric piano.
But there was of course a supporting cast. It featured, at various times,
the event stage crew, both house MCs, the backing band (a fresh one,
after the earlier band took a well-deserved rest) and the audience itself.
It took four people to hoy the piano on stage, at which point they realised
a) the stage wasn’t clear yet, b) there was no stand for the monster and
c) negotiating a piano AND four blokes through a space only wide
enough for a piano, and with every known health and safety pitfall within
nerfing or tripping distance, didn’t make for a comfortable or dignified
event. Off it went again, despite the horn section having arrived in best
70’s dinner suits, instruments in hand.
Then on once more it came, the beast now carried by only two red faced souls, followed by The
Man, dressed incongruously in a manner which could have been coalminer, or could have been
jaunty seafarer, followed by his Moll who, handbag clutched close and worn over the shoulder in
contemporary style, looked more like she was off to the post office than hanging out with a bunch of
musos. The piano was dumped on its creaking stand, and from my position just behind the bobbing
sea of flesh and silver I assumed we were close to showtime.
Then the Moll returned with two other heavies and the Beast was taken away again.
The Woodies started to get fidgety. This was ‘their’ guy and they wanted a show - but not half as
much as I. I wasn’t especially waiting to hear from The Man, but his backing band included a sax
player I idolised from a distance in my teens, as session man supreme on a number of my all-time
favourite albums. I’d waited many years to see and hear him play live. But my itinerary for the
weekend demanded that I left the weekender at a precise time, before hammering across country
to a waiting plane, destination my hard-earned annual holiday. So I was, to say the least, keen for
a bit of a hurry-up.
Possibly cognisant of the unease, The Moll returned with the heavies and spent a while, maybe a
minute, maybe three, moving the pianoless stand an inch here, an inch there, then back to where it
started, repeat, repeat, repeat. The horn section had been joined by the rhythm section, and were
working through their repertoire of individual warm-up exercises, for the most part in polite ignorance
of the developing pantomime stage right. Scales and arpeggios became cutesy little jazz runs,
became verses, became short tunes in their own right as these seasoned musicians fought ever
harder against the urge to just get on with the set anyway. God bless them, not once did they play
anything in unison. My man The Sax had twigged the soap opera unfolding to his left, betraying what
I read as part-annoyance, part-amusement with just the tiniest of knowing looks through his facial
hair.
Meanwhile, the MC had got involved again. Tempers never got frayed, but his manner became a
little ‘urgent’ as he urged the Man and the Moll to return the piano to the stage, sometime this week.
It seemed to work, because back it came, WITH The Man, even WITH a stool for him to sit on. And
sit he did. We knew this wasn’t the main event, but as his magic hands poised above the keyboard,
we thought surely his warm-up would be brief, and the show would start.
His hands hit the keys. Nothing. Quizzical looks. Scurrying round. The Moll emerged from backstage
with the solution, a Sainsbury’s bag full of power leads - the piano hadn’t been connected to
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anything yet. More scurrying round, at last the Beast burst into life and the Man did his warm-up
routine. Off he shot, we assumed for a quick change of clothes, and we waited. The look on the face
of The Sax altered almost imperceptibly, but enough to offer a further insight into his opinion of the
charade.
As feet shuffled and mumbles grew louder, I cast my mind back to a massive rock festival I’d been
to in the eighties, headlined by Rainbow, the band formed by Ritchie Blackmore after he left Deep
Purple. They had a ‘pre-show-show’, the effort of getting the stage ready being turned itself into a
tightly-timed 55 minutes of predictable but entertaining activity, including a known DJ set,
ceremonial rolling out of the stage carpet, a brief drum solo from the drum roadie, and other bits of
frivolity, leading to Rainbow’s entrance at an exact time of day that had been planned probably many
months in advance. I pondered whether the events unfolding in front of me now were part of a
similar, meticulously pre-planned and thought-through routine. I decided not. This was Fatty
Arbuckle stuff.
Remember the glazed look of the promoter? I now saw the same glazed look on the face of the man
who’d been instrumental (excuse the pun) in getting the Man booked this evening in the first place.
It was the look of someone who wanted to appear calm to those around him, but who was
suppressing an increasing urge to follow those further back in the room and shout “get bloody ON
with it!”. We did however see some action on stage, an event now known as ‘the waterbottle incident’.
The Moll returned to the stage with a bottle of water. She placed it on the stage next to the
piano. Next on stage was the MC who helpfully moved it elsewhere, because it was on the
main walkway onto stage, only a clumsy step away from being kicked all over the stage
and a load of live electrics. The MC probably doesn’t remember Les Harvey, but I do, and
I thought he made a good call.
The Moll was having none of it,
and soon after (who knows
what ‘soon’ means in this
situation?) she nipped back on
stage and moved it back. As she
left the stage, the MC returned, took a double take at the bottle, probably decided he was
losing his memory because he was sure he’d moved that bottle earlier, and moved it again
to a place of safety. This was becoming a well-travelled bottle. The Sax offered yet another
minuscule facial change which spoke volumes, as dust started to settle on his shoulders.
We stood transfixed, all staring at the bottle, half-expecting it to move on its own, until the
Moll returned, and put the bottle out of its misery by replacing it with another - three-quarters
full of wine. This had to be part of a ritual. The MC just looked at the bottle, shook his head
resignedly, and walked away.
The whole band were starting to get really agitated by now, beads of sweat forming on their
collective foreheads through the heat of the lights, and they were starting to look just a tiny
bit bedraggled, their 70’s style fawn penguin suits losing their shape through bodily sweat as
quickly as the crowd had started to lose its through inactivity (of the musical type). Sweating more
than the band though, was Kate, who now had the look of a man condemned.
At last, with band and piano in place, it looked like showtime. The Man took to the stage, took three
steps, then walked past his stool and started tweaking the piano’s position again. Then his Moll took
her place at the other end of the Beast and started a routine which those modern-day carriers of the
Keystone Kops torch, The Chuckle Brothers, would have been proud to have done themselves.
At last it stopped, the pair retreated backstage, and we waited again. Now, at this weekender there
are two MCs who work in a sort of shift pattern, alternating between acts, and due to the
interminable delay, the ‘other’ MC had just rolled in. Ignorant of the pantomime, he looked ‘round
the stage, saw something he didn’t like and moved the piano by at least two feet, ignoring the shouts
of “for God’s sake no!” from the dance floor. The Man almost instantly trotted on stage, now
bedecked in what was obviously stage gear, sat at his newly located piano without so much as a
blink, counted to four and…
My phone alarm went off; the sign that I had to leave, or miss my flight. I bade a super-fast goodbye
to those Woodies who deign to talk to youngsters like me and made my exit, brushing past Kate who
appeared to have turned to stone. I couldn’t afford so much as a backwards glance but what I heard
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sounded like the start of a mighty fine show. The very last thing I heard as the venue door slammed
behind me was the first contribution from The Sax. So I had heard my hero play live after all. All six
notes of it.
I hammered cross-country to my airport destination, and arrived with minutes to spare, racing up to
a check-in that had long-since served the last-but-one passenger on my flight. As I plonked my
suitcase on the scales, the attendant offered a cheery “No rush love, the flight’s delayed, there’s
apparently some problem with the cargo”. I could only offer one response.
“I bet it’s a piano.”

A new 'live' album by Jerry Lee Lewis arrived this morning,
(April 28th): Jerry Lee Lewis Live At Third Man Records
(recorded last April in Nashville). A long while since we've had
a recently recorded show specifically for an album from The
Killer, and also since he released a solo album (rather than
mainly duets). This one sounds great, and stands up well in my
opinion alongside live albums he had released in the 1960s
and 1970s. Quite incredible for a guy who was 75 when this
was recorded. Tracks are: Down The Line, Georgia On My
Mind, Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee, Before the Nite Is Over,
Why You Been Gone So Long?, I Wish I Was 18 Again, Sweet
Little 16, You Belong To Me, She Even Woke Me Up to Say
Goodbye, Mexicali Rose, Great Balls of Fire, Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin' On.
Piano is well to the fore, as is Kenny Lovelace's guitar, and Jerry's in fine vocal form. Apart from
Kenny, not his usual backing band. Steve Cropper (guitar), Jack Lawrence (bass), Jim Keltner
(drums). I've got the vinyl version, but there's a CD version also. The vinyl cover could be more
exciting - black and white photos of the day, and no sleeve notes.
I've no criticisms really. He forgets a line or two at the beginning of 'I Wish I Was 18 Again' but it still
sounds OK - bit of a sudden ending. The short version of 'Great Balls of Fire', but he's in very good
voice. Slightly slower version of 'Drinkin' Wine'. 'She Even Woke Me Up' is superb, with great piano
solo. Good versions of all the numbers, and some talking in between including comments about
Gene Autry riding Champ at the speed Jerry does 'Mexicali Rose'. Enthusiastic audience as well.
If this is the last 'live' album Jerry does, it would be a good way by which to remember his shows.
Available from Amazon and other outlets, or direct from Third Man Records in Nashville.
Tony Papard
Dear all,
At last some positive progress. The first of six Chemotherapy sessions commenced on 11th
April 2012. No apparent side effects thus far.
The first of the thirty Radiotherapy sessions finally took place today. I must concede to feeling
rather weary tonight. The reason for the delay was that the first skin hugging face shell that
the hospital made up did not fit in the event and so a fresh one was moulded around my angelic
features. If all goes to plan, this particular treatment should conclude on 25th May 2012.
Thereafter, there is a minimum six week recovery period. This would result in a conclusion
on 6th July 2012 and a return to normality on Monday, 9th July 2012 (I do feel like rockin') albeit there will be regular check ups thereafter... Fingers crossed this timetable is achieved.
Regards
Tony Wilkinson
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.

1. Cheetah the chimp, co-star of the 1930s “Tarzan” films, sidekick to jungle hero Johnny
Weissmuller, died from kidney failure on Dec. 24th at the Suncoast Primate Sanctuary Foundation
in Palm Harbour, Fla,. where he had retired to since 1960. Maureen O’Sullivan who played Jane
reportedly referred to Cheetah as “that bastard” because he bit her at every opportunity. It is
believed Woodie Perry Smith obtained a “with love” signed autograph from Cheetah. Source: Ft.
Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, 29.12.2011
2. An 1877 Steinway grand piano displayed in the Motown Historical Museum in Detroit was used
by Marvin Gaye, Smokey Robinson, Stevie Wonder and others. During a July visit by Paul
McCartney, after a Comerica Park concert, he was informed the piano is no longer playable.
Subsequently the former Beatle decided he wanted to help restore the piano back to its former glory,
and on Monday it will be shipped back to the original factory of Steinway & Sons in New York for
restoration. Source: Las Review Journal 30.10.2011
3. The Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame will have its 27th induction ceremony on April 14th in Cleveland,
Ohio, and will be premiered on HBO in early May. Tickets go on sale December 16th. Late guitarist
Freddie King will be honoured as an early influence, and late producer/manager Don Kirshner will
receive the Ahmet Ertegun (non performer) award. Awards for musical excellence will go to
engineer/producers Cosimo Matassa, Tom Dowd and Glyn Johns. Source: USA Today Life Section
D 7th December, 2011
4. Beryl Davis, singer, born Plymouth, UK, daughter of band leader Harry Davis died aged 87 from
Alzheimer’s. At 12 years appeared in Quintette du Hot Club de France and during the Blitz sang with
Grappelli and George Shearing, then Glenn Miller. In USA sang on Bob Hope’s and Sinatra's shows.
In the 1950s formed a vocal quartet which included Jane Russell and recorded “Do Lord.” Married
Peter Potter in 1948, divorced in 1965, her companion Buck Stapleton died in 2003. Source: L.A.
Times 1.11.2011
5. Fender Musical Instrument Corp. is to trade its shares on Nasdaq which will help to pay its debt
of $246.2m and to acquire other businesses. Leo Fender founded the company during the
Depression in Fullerton and makes its American Standard Stratocaster and Telecaster guitars in
Corona. In 2010 the company had loss of$17.3m but in 2011 gained a net income of £$3.2m. Sales
were $700.6m. Its products are sold in 85 countries and hopes to emerge in China and India.
Source: W.J. Hennigan.L.A. Times, 9.3.2012
6. Regarding Viva Las Vegas. Do stock up on the Pabst. At the Orleans liquor store they are selling
12 packs. Don’t purchase imports, this is an American only Fest. Do dress like a Dick Tracy villain
or Marlon Brando in the “Wild One”. Ladies, take your fashion cues from Rosie the Riveter, Jessica
Rabbit. Do paint some flames on your Buick. Customize your rig. Don’t arrive in a Prius, the
emphasis here is on size, the only thing bigger should be your pompadour. Source: Jason Bracelin,
Las Vegas Review-Journal 5.4.2012
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7. Review of “The Party Ain’t Over” with Wanda Jackson and Jack White. Wanda isn’t just the
“Female Elvis” in the ‘50s, her sexy skirts and fierce growl gave rockabilly a shot of girl power. “Girls
don’t sell records” a record exec told Wanda Jackson back in the 1950s. He was wrong. While
dating and touring with a 21 year old Elvis, the future Hall of Famer mixed rock with country and
created the archetype of the chick girls want to be and guys want to be with. Great photo of Wanda
in leopard skin. Source: GQ Feb. 2011
8. Chubby Checker, aged 70, doesn’t feel the respect he thinks he deserves. “This is my greatest
regret - that my music is not being played and more people aren’t seeing Chubby Checker”. Real
name Ernest Evans, latest record is a bilingual gospel number by “Brother Evans”. He lives in a
remodelled colonial farmhouse on 14 acres in Paoli, Pa., that he bought in 1965 with his wife, 1962
Miss World Catharina Lodders from the Netherlands whom he married in 1964. Source: Joel Selvin
San Francisco Chronicle 29.1.2012
9. Boulder City’s Sandy Nelson is joining Phil Esser for a new concert “Off the Wall”. Nelson had
number one hits in 1959 with “Teen Beat” and 1960 with “Let There Be Drums” and was recently
featured as a guest start in Boulder City Circle’s 1950s themed production “The Fabulous ‘50s”.
Esser’s 17 song set will include Johnny Cash’s “Folsom Prison Blues” and his original “God Is In
Detroit” which he was commissioned to write for a Detroit radio station. Source: Jack Johnson,
Boulder City Review, 23.2.2012
10. A Hollywood Bowl show in 1962 included Shelley Fabares, Soupy Sales, Debbie Reynolds and
the Beach Boys, Member David Marks said. “She (Debbie) went nuts and jumped into the pool in
front of the stage. She had an acoustic guitar and started smashing it too. She invented the Who’s
think before the Who”. The Beach Boys are particularly interested in their tour ahead which will
include the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival with the Eagles and Springsteen. Source: Geoff
Boucher, L.A. Times 25.2.2012
11. Elvis Through His Daughter’s Eyes opened in Gracelands 1st Feb as a two year run $70 VIP
tour. It has 201 items including Lisa Marie’s first record player, a Tiffany baby set, a wallet containing
a photo of Lisa and Elvis Marie, her footprints stamped on a hospital birth record and a re-creation
of her nursery. The exhibition marks the 35th anniversary of Elvis’ death and Lisa Marie’s birth 44
years ago. The exhibition is laid out in an annex that used to be a four car garage. Source: Marco
Della Cava, USA Today, 2.2.2012
12. The 22nd annual Blues Harmonica Blowout will be a tribute to Little Walter. The two week West
Coast tour includes Curtis Salgado and Sugar Ray Norcia and Mark Hummel. Billy Boy Arnold
breakfasting with Hummel and Charlie Musselwhite said he heard Walter in 1951 on Muddy Waters
“Gonna Need My Help” and Jimmy Rogers “That’s All Right,” and immediately purchased both
records. Walter died in 1968 after a beating aged 38. Source: Lee Hildebrand, San Francisco
Chronicle, Jan 22-28, 2012
13. Fayrene Treadwell died of cancer in May 2011 aged 84, survived by her 107 year old mother
and other members of her family. “Faye” married George in 1957 who was the original Drifters
manager which was formed in 1953. When he died in 1967 Faye took over management until 2001
when she retired. In the early ‘70s the group including Johnny Moore moved to London, and in 2006
daughter Tina licensed the name to the British company Prism Music Group. Source: Dennis
McLellan, L.A. Times, 6.3.2011
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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ROCK FILE - edited by Charlie Gillette Published by Pictorial Presentations in association
with New English Library 1972
Ignore the pretentious “Rock” articles and the log of British Chart Hits (1955-1969) is still useful.
WALKING TO NEW ORLEANS - THE STORY OF NEW ORLEANS
RHYTHM AND BLUES (in print as RHYTHM & BLUES IN NEW
ORLEANS) by John Broven, Blues Unlimited 1974 Illustrated.
I love all Rock’n’Roll but if I have a favourite style, it is New Orleans R & B (I
am a sax-maniac, you see) and this book is a worthy tribute to that unique
and inimitable sound.
LONDON AMERICAN RECORDINGS - COMPLETE SINGLES
CATALOGUE 1949-1982 by Paul M. Pelletier 1982
A duplicated publication but the info is the important thing. Reproductions of
some of the original records, showing changes in design etc.
FOOTSOLDIERS & KINGS PTS 1 & 2 by Wayne Russell (No date of publication)
Devoted to many obscure artists who never touched fame or fortune but who are revered by
Rock’n’Roll and R&B collectors, from Dwight Pullen to Eddie Bond, from Autrey Inman to Ersel
Hickey.
20 YEARS OF BRITISH RECORD CHARTS 1955-1975
with commentaries by Peter Jones and Tony Jasper
Self-explanatory, this one.
SKIFFLE - THE DEFINITIVE INSIDE STORY by Chas McDevitt - Robson Books 1997
A beautifully produced book with many photos, including a great
one of Buddy Holly and the Crickets with Lonnie Donegan on page
225. Extensive discography and list of skiffle recordings.
Like millions of others in the mid-50s, I liked “Freight Train”,
“Cumberland Gap” “Rock Island Line” and other skiffle numbers.
Such a change from the bland and plain dire pop music of the time.
I was working in Liverpool Public Libraries then and there was a
man called Glyn Rowlands who was such a fan of Lonnie Donegan
that his nickname was “Glonny”.
I was gratified to see that I still remembered over 90% of the
names mentioned in the text including Ivy Benson and her all-girl
band (not skiffle, of course). The old 50s joke was “I used to play
with the Ivy Benson band (one at a time)!”
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So many of the recording stars of later years cut their musical teeth on this simple, homegrown form
of musical entertainment and many were inspired to learn to play a musical instrument for the first
time in their lives. Skiffle is still very popular the world over as this book demonstrates and still has
myriads of devotees. Fun music never dates.
ROCKABILLY QUEENS by Bob Garbutt
Discographies and rare photos. The careers and recordings of Wanda Jackson, Janis Martin and
Brenda Lee plus a chapter on other female singers influencing or being influenced by the three
protagonists. A very good book on a neglected subject - female rockers.
AWOPBOPALOOBOP - POP FROM THE BEGINNING by Nik Cohn - Paladin 1970
Only partly about 50s Rock’n’Roll, I’m glad to say. Cohn is the kind of “Rock” writer I loathe and
despise - full of conceit, pretension, lack of humour (except cynicism) and like most semiintellectuals, he just doesn’t understand the concept of pop music as fun. Is this jerk still alive? If so,
and you know his address, please let me know and I’ll get my sniper’s rifle ready.
THE SOUND OF THE CITY by Charlie Gillett - Sphere 1970
One of the first books I bought on 50s Rock’n’Roll. Lots of detail on the record
labels and the many musical styles that go to make up Rock’n’Roll. The latter
part of the book deals with 60s music.
THE GUINNESS BOOK OF BRITISH HIT SINGLES
by Jo and Tim Rice, Paul Gambaccini and Mike Read - 2nd edition 1979
Listed by Artist and by Title. Section called “Facts and Feats” e.g. One-hit
wonders, least-successful chart acts etc.
AMERICAN ROCK’N’ROLL - THE UK TOURS 1956-72
by Ian Wallis - Music Mentor Books 2003
Beautifully printed and produced. Well-illustrated, cross-indexed in many ways. An indispensable
reference work.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN - 15 HITMAKERS OF THE FIFTIES TELL THEIR
OWN AMAZING STORIES! by Dave Nicolson - Music Mentor Books
2005 (Entertaining foreword by Marvin Rainwater)
Self-explanatory.
BACK ON THE ROAD AGAIN by Dave Nicolson
Same format as the other books in the series. Interviews with Gary S.
Paxton, Gene Chandler, Bruce Channel, Lowell Fulson and others. (N.B.
Haven’t got the first book in the series i.e. “On The Road” so can’t review it.)
BACKBEAT - THE EARL PALMER STORY
by Tony Scherman (Foreword by Wynton Marsalis)
Earl Palmer is the drummer who has played on many Rock’n’Roll hits as well as countless film and
TV soundtracks. Born in 1924 in New Orleans, he was a professional tap-dancer at 5 years old and
as an in-demand sessionman had a successful career in his hometown and in Los Angeles. The
story in his own words.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
I can't believe they used to tax ya'll on the number of windows you have. That is so wrong!
In New Orleans, back in the Spanish era, they taxed us on the number of rooms on your house, and they
included closets as rooms… so people didn't build closets, they just used armoires. That's why armoires are
so popular here!
The Spanish also taxed us on the number of chimneys we have. So many homes were built with rooms in
which the fireplaces backed each other, and joined the flues as they rose through the structure to a single
chimney!

New Orleans' Tremé neighborhood has long been known as the cradle of jazz. Several music clubs used to
exist within its boundaries, however all have been closed in the last ten years due to various reasons. The
former Tremé Music Hall was at 1601 Ursulines Avenue, corner of N. Robertson St.
This building has a lot of musical history; once a grocery store and bar, owned back in the 1950's by the
famous Creole clarinetist Alphonse Picou (1898 - 1961), who was a member of Eureka and Tuxedo Brass
Bands and whose clarinet solo on the song "High Society" is known and replicated all over the world. Picou's
Second Line funeral was one of the largest the city has ever seen. Currently, the building is being renovated
and will hopefully have a plaque placed there this year by the Preservation Resource Center in Picou's honor.
As the Treme Music Hall it was the location where the 6th Ward Sidewalk Steppers held their meetings and
the Black Men of Labor met and started their Second Line parades.

Leroy Jones is a New Orleans born and bred trumpeter who enjoys world-wide esteem with critics and
audiences alike. The Leroy Jones Quintet is known for performing at festivals throughout the world (Brazil,
Switzerland, Australia, just to name a few), being the opening act for Harry Connick Jr.'s Big Band, and for
performing at clubs in the Crescent city ranging from Mahogany Hall to the Paddock Lounge to Maison
Bourbon to the Bombay Club to Donna's Bar & Grill.
Leroy Jones has been a central figure in New Orleans' jazz scene since the mid-seventies and continuously
expands and refines his musicianship in ways that manifest his multifaceted talent. Having worked with brass
bands, traditional and modern jazz outfits, big bands, R&B and Top 40 groups, and gospel and blues
ensembles, Jones is not only known for his trumpet playing but also his composing, arranging, and singing.
"The mission of the Leroy Jones Quintet is to expose audiences everywhere to the authentic music of New
Orleans, the music of Louis Armstrong, Buddy Bolden, Danny Barker and all the other greats who have
helped create the rich gumbo that is the sound of New Orleans," he says, "while putting our own more modern
stamp on it."
"The Leroy Jones Quintet sound sums up all those great experiences and influences," says Leroy, "and gives
me a chance each night to make sure that the great music of New Orleans is performed authentically and
with great respect for the artists who came before me. Not in an old-fashioned way, but with a modern swing
that comes from my love of bebop and other forms of modern jazz."
A typical set list for the Leroy Jones Quintet includes traditional numbers like "Bourbon Street Parade",
"Sleepy Time Down South", "Basin Street Blues", "Do You Know What it Means (To Miss New Orleans)",
"Dinah" and "When My Dreamboat Comes Home" along with his own compositions like "Soft Shoe" that are
played and sung impeccably by Jones with the kind of swing that only a musician with his pedigree can
deliver consistently night after night.
Armand performs almost all of the songs listed in Leroy Jones Quintet's set list.
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The New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, and extended music shows and activities, once again
delivered and encompassed every nook and cranny in New Orleans for several weeks solid starting
April 27, 2012 and ending May 6th. If you couldn't be in the Crescent City this year, you might
consider this time-frame to enjoy every kind of music imaginable that just oozes out of the pores of
the potholes and streams around the Big Easy like continuous second line parades of revelers
throughout hot-spot neighborhoods like Mid-City, Esplanade Ridge, the French Quarter, the CBD
(Central Business District), along the river banks, in the various Wards around the French Quarter,
from uptown to downtown, in the streets, you name it. Especially if you travel with a group, it's a
"great time had by all" on a decent budget. Even if you travel here during Jazz Fest and you never
actually enter the festival grounds - the ticket is a bit pricey per day - there is still plenty to do and
enjoy musically. One thing New Orleans does very well is conduct smooth crowd-control for large
numbers of locals and tourists who party together, and our festivals definitely deliver a true "let the
good times roll," especially during our better-weather springtime with French Quarter Fest and Jazz
Fest running nearly back-to-back.
Here is a recap of Armand St. Martin's Jazz Fest-time music activities.
<<-Armand St. Martin, New Orleans Piano Professor,
and Deacon John at a double-bill during Jazz Fest 2012
at a performance at Tulane University. Armand played
solo 2 hours straight; then Deacon John and the Ivories
(11-piece band) played 2 hours. (Deacon John also
played Jazz Fest with his 15-piece orchestra.)
Armand St. Martin, pianoman, and Charles Moore,->>
guitarist and brother of Deacon John (Moore), at Jazz
© Patty Lee
Fest-time show at Tulane University.
© Patty Lee
Speaking of the variety of Louisiana music that is lining up well for the
summertime, our Pelican State offers a busy June with the Spice and Music
Festival in Opelousas, the Watermelon Festival in DeRidder, the Crab Cookoff and Festival in
LaCombe, the Cajun Heartland State Fair in Lafayette, the LA Peach Festival in Ruston, the Let the
Good Times Roll in Shreveport, the 3rd Annual Oyster Fest in New Orleans, and the Cajun
Crossroads Festival in Mansfield, to toss out a few fun ones. The 21st Annual French Market Creole
Tomato Festival in New Orleans in June touts Louisiana's delicious special tomato which was
originally imported from the West Indies after farmers here started to realize South Louisiana held
the ideal subtropical climate and "rich alluvial soil" for growing this particular tomato. With the French
Market located in the French Quarter dating back to 1791, it is listed as the "nation's oldest city
marketplace." Recently, this festival agreed to expand, including the Louisiana Cajun-Zydeco
Festival plus the Louisiana Seafood Festival, which in turn helped make the combined 3 festivals
into a grand 8 blocks featuring live music, a parade, cooking demonstrations, and local farmers
sharing their edible goods.
July will serve up Fourth of July celebrations across Louisiana, complete with fireworks, food and
the always-present live music. There is an impressive fireworks display on the Mississippi River
each year at this time, with this being the "22nd Annual Go 4th On The River" at the New Orleans
Riverfront. This special event draws huge crowds gathered to enjoy our free fireworks extravaganza
that even features dueling barges shooting off competing displays. The fireworks rank in the Top 5
"must see" fireworks displays in the United States by the American Pyrotechnic Association.
Affordable music is always in every mix at any Louisiana gathering. Generally speaking, gettogethers and live music are pretty synonymous, especially in New Orleans. The only drawback to
outdoor summer festivals is the heat but somehow, no matter what, hordes of folks get out there in
their summer clothes and chill to the New Orleans sounds.
July provides other festivals like the all-encompassing Essence Music Festival in New Orleans, the
Watermelon Festival in Saline and in Farmerville, the Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo in Grand Isle,
Christmas in July in both Lafayette and in Kenner, the Lebeau Zydeco Festival in Lebeau, the Pecan
Ridge Bluegrass Festival in Jackson, the Swamp Pop Music Festival in Gonzales, and the Cajun
French Music and Food Festival in Lake Charles.
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© Patty Lee

A wild-n-crazy treat is the annual "Running of the Bulls San Fermin in Nueva Orleans" in New
Orleans on July 14th that starts at 8 am. However, instead of bulls chasing runners through narrow
streets, approximately 400 female Big Easy Rollergirls with flimsy bats and wearing red outfits and
red horns, skate the French Quarter streets in high pursuit of 10,000 runners who are dressed all in
white except for a piece of red affixed to their clothing! This YouTube of the 5th Annual Running of
the Bulls in New Orleans is a "must see" to believe that just about "anything goes" down here in the
deep South! This particular experience is definitely unique to New Orleans. At the end of the run
there is always music and multiples of city blocks of parties. One year, a group of ecstatic runners
happily limped into Armand St. Martin's show at midnight at the Pontchartrain Hotel's Bayou Bar and
they were glowing with personal reports about how many times each of them was pounded by a
skating Derby queen! Move over Pamplona, this seems to be a more humane way to have some
fun with an old tradition. St. Martin had no problem keeping his New Orleans styled Rock’n’Roll and
hot piano licks ramped up to keep this crowd energized.
August serves music, along with food, at the Pecan Ridge Bluegrass Festival in Jackson, the
Satchmo Summerfest in New Orleans, the "Le Cajun" Cajun French Music Association Festival and
Awards in Lafayette, the Shrimp Festival and the Blessing of the Fleet in Delcambre as well as in
Chalmette, the Duck Festival in Gueydon, White Linen Night and Dirty Linen Night both also in New
Orleans, and the NOLA Hot Sauce and Gourmet Food Show in Kenner. Like the fun-filled Running
of the Bulls, the 12th Annual Red Dress Run every August rivals in ingenuity. Be your own judge
about this charitable fundraiser, created to raise awareness about cancer research, which begins at
9 am and covers a 3-4 mile run with one main key element required: everybody must wear a red
dress, male and female alike. Live music runs before and after the race, celebrating the city's
never-ending joie de vivre.
Summertime music events - whether at festivals, clubs, churches, hotels, private homes, unique
venues, or in the streets - will find musicians performing around town, like Topsy Chapman, Chubby
Carrier, Theresa Andersson, Jeff Chaz Blues Band, La Touche, Fredy Omar con su Banda, Treme
Brass Band, Dukes of Dixieland, Glen David Andrews, the Bayou Shufflers, Kermit Ruffins and the
Barbecue Swingers, Little Feat, Armand St. Martin, Walter Wolfman Washington, Duke Heitger's
Steamboat Stompers, Crescent City Soul Band, Big Al Carson, Rockin' Dopsie, Jr., New Birth Brass
Band, Charmaine Neville, Washboard Chaz, Bayou Deville, Sonny Landreth, Amanda Shaw, the
Top Cats, Geno Delafose & French Rockin' Boogie, Nathan and the Zydeco Cha Chas, Johnny J.
and the Hitmen, and the Palm Court Jazz Band, to list a few for tasty samplings of musical genres.
The newest talked-about publication from NOLA to hit the music scene and the fan list of Ernie
K-Doe, so far this spring and summer, has been the Historic New Orleans Collection's book release,
Ernie K-Doe: The R&B Emperor of New Orleans by Ben Sandmel. Sandmel dug around for a
decade to collect up gems about this "Mother In Law" hit-maker who lived his life by creating
near-constant turmoil. His youthful third wife, Antoinette, helped preserve their surreal music scene
at their Mother In Law Lounge in the Treme which in turn made history - their own history. The book
has garnered exemplary media coverage, setting the K-Doe team in stone. It is a well-written
colorful story that unfolds truths, good and bad, about this larger-than-life musician whose
flamboyant personality brought to the table a bizarrely-entertaining approach to everything. Ernie
K-Doe's persona as a legendary Southern music character was all too interesting to sweep under
the carpet. This book is already a vital "must read" for anybody interested in the overflowing local
music culture of this unbending City That Care Forgot. For more tid-bits about the Ernie/Antoinette
K-Doe saga, as well as some great backstories that didn't make it into this handsome tome due to
time and space...
stay tuned...
<<-Piano Professor Armand St. Martin and author Ben Sandmel at
Tipitina's for the recent Dew-Drop Inn Benefit in which Armand
performed a solo set of "Classic New Orleans Covers" including
K-Doe, Fats, Chris Kenner, and Professor Longhair.
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi gang, Keith back again. Many of you amongst our readership have expressed their praise for
Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll’s in-depth and informative Gig guide and the hard work he puts in to
compiling it to appeal to a cross-section of our diverse subscribers. I personally feel that Dave’s
guide is indeed second to none and one of so many credits for this fine magazine that the
contributors and yourselves, the good folks who support us, to make Tales From The Woods the
enigma that it is. Over to you Dave,
See you in Issue 68 folks.
Hello friends,
Here’s a link to my new album, 'Fading Away' and a few dates for your diaries.
17th June - The Wonder Enfield 8.30pm
19th August - 1930s Day Panshangar Flying Club Hertfordshire Time TBC
2nd September - 30's and 40's Jazz Sunday lunch, Corinthium Restaurant,
Gordon Craig Theatre, Stevenage. Booking advisable.
All the best,
Kate Garner
www.kategarner.net

Cliff Edmonds - gigs for 2012
8th June - Waltham Cross
16th June - Cliff And The Town Rebels,
Callela, Spain
22nd June - Cliff And The Town Rebels,
Hannover, Germany
23rd June - Cliff And The Town Rebels,
Essen, Germany

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

24th June - Cliff And The Town Rebels,
Geissen, Germany

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
Olofsson, Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

13th July - Waltham Cross
14th July - Dusseldorf, Germany
3rd Aug - Waltham Cross

Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

16th / 17th Aug - Finland
1st Sept - Cliff And The Telstars
Pavilion Battersea
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Lazy Lester’s July/August dates
July
6th Americana Festival, Newark, Notts 0754 246 4423
7th Shakedown Blues Club, Peterborough, Cambs 01733 380249
8th The Water Rats, Kings Cross, London 0208 460 694
10th Riffs Bar Hook, nr Swindon 01793 778304
11th Norman Knight, Witchford 01608 685332
12th Chapel Arts Festival, Bath 07411 420 425
14th Vintage Festival, Northampton 07970 783652
17th The Barn @ Square Compass, Ilminster 01202 631912
19th Dunster Castle, Dunster 01202 631912
20th Worthingbury Village Hall, Wales 01948 770215
27th Liverpool Philharmonic Hall 0151 709 3789
28th Cambridge Folk Festival 01223 457555
29th Gloucester Blues Festival 01608 685332
August
3rd Deep Blues Club, York 01904 644719
4th Walkern Music, Stevenage 01438 350719
5th The Hideaway, Streatham, London 0208 407 1702
9th Guys Hospital, London 0208 460 694
10th Dorchester Arts Centre 01202 631912
17th Boarhunt Blues Club, Boarhunt 02322 4909
18th Redcar Blues Club, Redcar 01642 248951
19th Summer Sundae, Leicester 0207 456 8912

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

June 2012
8
Friday
Wreckless Eric & Amy Rigby
Musical odd couple in search of Rumpole.
Milfords 1 Milford Lane, Temple, WC2R 3LL
£12
10
Sunday
Tom Paley’s Old Time Moonshine Medicine Show
Legendary New Lost City Rambler who found his home in London.
The Apple Tree, 45 Mount Pleasant WC1X 0AE 4.00pm to 9.00pm (last act 7.00pm)
10
Sunday
Jeremiah Marques & The Blue Aces
A welcome mix of blues spiced with reggae at the Sunday Speakeasy.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews, Stanthorpe Road, Streatham SW16 2ED

£8

12
Tuesday
Earl Green & The Right Time
Jamaican Green’s blues the perfect accompaniment to American beer and Baby Black Ribs.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 am Free
14
Thursday
Justin Townes Earle
Son of Steve and an award-winning Americana artist guaranteed not to disappoint.
Koko, Camden
£13 + fees
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14
Thursday
Bobby Womack
Promoting new album which Damon Albarn (Blur) has co-produced.
Heaven Underneath The Arches, Villiers Street, WC2N 6NG Doors 6.30 pm £22.50 + fees
14
Thursday
Lucy Wainwright Roche
The daughter of a Wainwright and a Roche ought to be enough pedigree to tempt strangers out.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£13.50
16
Saturday
Paul Ansell’s Number Nine
Rockabilly band whose leader must be a fan of John Lennon.
All Saints Arts Centre, 122 Oakleigh Road North, Whetstone N20 9EZ

£10

21
Thursday
Doug Carn & Jean Carne
Soul and jazz singer back with former husband (they recorded together before she found solo success in the
70s).
Ronnie Scott’s (1 house – doors 18.00)
£25 - £45
22/23 Friday/Saturday
Doug Carn & Jean Carne
As above
Ronnie Scott’s (2 houses – doors 18.00 & 22.30) £25 - £45
24
Sunday
Earl Green & The Right Time
More blues and rhythm & blues at this south of the river venue.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews, Stanthorpe Road, Streatham SW16 2ED
26
Tuesday
Part of Bluesfest 2012.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire

£8

Robert Cray
£27.50/£30

30
Saturday
Sir Joe Quarteman
So much trouble in his mind, he turned to funk to free his soul.
Jazz Cafe
£12
30
Saturday
Charles Bradley & His Extraordinaires
Gritty soul and funk from the Screaming Eagle of Soul.
Under The Bridge
£18.50
July 2012
1
Sunday
Roy Book Binder
Noted blues guitarist (he learnt from Rev Gary Davis), and the man to bring back to public performance
Pink Anderson, who had been sheltering somewhere.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£10
2
Monday
Randy Crawford & The Joe Sample Trio
Judging by the ticket prices, the street life doesn’t pay as much as it used to.
Under The Bridge
£37.50/£45 + fees
2
Monday
Fred Wesley & The New JBs
Fortunately there will be plenty of music from the ‘old’ JBs.
229 the venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN
£22.50 + fees
4
Wednesday Taj Mahal
Eclectic senior bluesman who likes to watch his audience dance – not much chance of that in the QEH.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £10 - £40
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7
Saturday
Nolan Porter
A familiar name to the soul fraternity in extremely rare London date.
100 Club
£15
8
Sunday
Lazy Lester, Bayou Brothers
Swamp blues legend on two month tour of Britain.
Water Rats, Grays Inn Road Woodies £17 Advance £19 Doors £22
10
Tuesday
Eve Selis
Americana artist from San Diego. An anagram of her name is ‘Veils See’ – let that be a warning to us all.
The Half Moon, Putney

£10

11
Wednesday JD McPherson
Not retro but the sum of his influences.
Dingwalls
£12.50
11-13 Wednesday-Friday Betty Wright
Clean Up woman ‘showcasing tracks from her recent album, The Movie, produced by The Roots’.
Jazz Cafe
£30
13
Friday
Legends of Jazz Funk
Book early for Lonnie Liston Smith, Brian Jackson, Sandra St Victor and Mark Adams.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews, Stanthorpe Road, Streatham SW16 2ED
£20
14/15 Saturday/Sunday
The Impressions
Reminding us of the great loss of Curtis. Last year’s Barbican gig was out of this world too.
Jazz Cafe
£26.50
18
Wednesday North Mississippi All Stars Duo
Luther and Cody Dickinson with their brand of the Fat Possum drone (almost as lethal as the military one).
Borderline
£12
18/19 Wednesday/Thursday Dr John
The Night Tripper returns to the scene of last year’s sell-out Bluesfest performance.
Under The Bridge
£30
19
Thursday
Wanda Jackson
What else would you expect during a jubilee year but a visit by the Queen of Rockabilly.
Islington Assembly Hall
£19.50/£24.50 (+ fees)
21
Saturday
Lazy Lester
Swamp blues legend continues tour at downhome venue.
The Village Hall, Castor, Peterborough PE5 7AX £16
30
Monday
Ruthie Foster
A potpourri of soul, blues, folk and gospel sure smells sweet to me.
Borderline
£11
August 2012
9
Thursday
Lazy Lester with Little George Sueref
Intimate date for swamp blues legend one month into tour of Britain.
The Thomas Guy Club, 49 Weston Street, London Bridge SE1 3RB
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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